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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Manuel Penichet P has contributed to the dictionary with 1682 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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mover algo violentamente
Move rather violently is synonymous with shake. It means something to bump or shake it in the air with violence to
remove dust or wipe it.

movilizate
Mobilize yourself is the imperative of the verb to mobilize, conjugated with the second person singular you.Mobilize
means put in activity or movement troops, split political, capital, etc. Also means put in practice some resource to
achieve an end.Mobilize yourself is to say get moving, move, take action.

mucha carne pa tan poco gato
It is a Chilean slang that means that something is too good for someone who is not worth it or not to deserve it.

mucho pasado
According to the Colombian Youth jargon, is an expression that means that someone did something that overstepped
the limits or who should not do it.

muerdealmohadas
It's a humorous term in Spain and Colombia call homosexual or gay making the passive role during sex.

musa dariana
A Muse is a person of the female sex, which is an inspiration to an artist to write, paint, compose music, etc. The Muse
dariana is a statuette that is given each year to a woman featured in the lyrics in Nicaragua, to commemorate the
Nicaraguan poet Dario Rubén. The word dariana comes from Dario or belonging to it.

musaka
The moussaka is a traditional dish of the Balkans and the Middle East, made with eggplant.The version Greek is the
more known and consists of layers of meat minced of lamb, eggplant in slices and tomato, cover of a sauce white and
baking.The word is of Arabic origin and means freeze, become white.<br><br>

musas
Muses is the plural of musa that is each an of the nine deities Greco-Roman of the arts and the lyrics. You are
considered artistic inspiration mainly from the poet. Musa is also the scientific name that is known to the banana or
banana plant and whose family is of the musaceae.

muy a doc
<strong><em>Ad hoc</em></strong> are two words of origin latin that mean to purpose, appropriate for what it is, to
that, etc. Example: I have the solution <em>ad hoc </em>to your problem.

muy indio
It is a Colombian expression used in derogatory way toward some people by their indigenous origin or behave differently
and is not in accordance with the social stratum of medium and high classes,

naboa



It is the name of a genus of nocturnal moth.The naboas are also some croquettes stuffed with cheese known as yahas.
made with flour from mapuey, a tuber of America tropical.

nabucodonosor
Nebuchadnezzar II was King of Babylon. His victory at Karkemis (605 B.c.) on the Egyptians and the taking of
Jerusalem (587 a, c) ensured it the dominance of Syria and Palestine. He kept the Jews deported in captivity in
Babylon.During his reign he beautified Babylon with hanging gardens and ordered the construction of the Tower of
Babel (mentioned in the Bible). His story inspired the composer Verdi to write the opera's four acts quot; Nabuco quot;
famous worldwide.

nacascol
The meaning is in the following enlace:http://www.significadode.org/otros-significados.asp?id=88606<br>

nación santa
According to the Bible, it is the name which God gives you in the old testament the Jewish people, to choose Israel as
the people of God or Holy nation.

nae
It appears that <em style="font-weight: bold;">nae </em>is a Scottish slang word (pronounced ne) whose meaning is
not. Is used also in Korean with several meanings. It is also the name of a dance that was born in Atlanta, United States
with the name of nae nae.

namaste
It is a reverence that is made at the beginning and at the end of a conversation to greet and say goodbye. It is
commonly used in South Asia, especially in the India and Nepal. <em>Namaste </em>comes from the Sanskrit,
Indo-European sacred and literary language of the ancient civilization of Brahmanic. It literally means quot; <em>admire
you quot; or quot; quot; I bow to you</em> and it is the most noble and worthy salutation of one human being to another

namaste
Namaste (with emphasis on the first to) is an expression of greeting native to India, used in various Buddhist traditions
and many cultures in Asia. Used both as a Hello and goodbye in Spanish to greet, say goodbye, ask and give thanks,
show respect and veneration and to pray. It is normally accompanied by a light inclination of the head made with palms
open and joined together against the chest and in the prayer position. It comes from Sanskrit and means <em>quot;
quot; Revere you.</em>

narcisista artificial
Narcissist is a person very satisfied of yes same and exaggeratedly concerned of its appearance outside. Feel
admiration and love itself.Artificial is that it is not natural... That was created or made to purpose for the human
being.The artificial narcissistic is therefore a person who is in love with her own exaggerated and unnatural.

narli
Narli is a name whose origin and meaning are unknown

nayelly
Apparently, this is a feminine name of Zapotec origin and whose meaning is <strong><em>I love you.</em></strong>
The resource is not very reliable and could be wrong.



nazir
escampar is a verb that is used to notify when there is a nbsp; great storm or rainy much that has broken and already
does not drop anything. For example,<strong>you cleared</strong> already the storm?. <strong>He cleared</strong>
this in past perfect simple.

netflix and chill
Netflix and chill is an understatement in English that emerged around 2007 teen to invite a girl to his house to see Netflix
and if the occasion arises, be intimate with her and even having sex.  Chill in English means cold but the word quot; to
chill quot; used as in this case, it means relax, let yourself go.

niebla densa
Dense fog is a very closed or thick mist with which can hardly see anything. Is a cloud that low to the surface land and is
is seated there, hiding them things and making difficult the visibility.

nilufer
Nilüfer is a feminine proper name of Persian origin, which means in Turkish water lily.<br>

ninfa eco
ECO is the name of a nymph in the forest and mountains in Greek mythology. He was young and beautiful and had a
beautiful voice. When Hera, wife of Zeus, realized that her husband you cheated with her, punished her and removed
her voice, forcing her to repeat the last word that told people several times. That is why ECHO means the repetition of a
sound due to the clash of sound waves with an obstacle and its reflection.

ninis
Is a term or neologism from of the expression quot; <strong>or</strong> study <strong>or</strong> works quot;. It refers
to many young people who, by choice, stop studying but don't work. Today also is used to refer is to those that have
finished of study but not found work by lack of opportunities or because not know search it.

niño rata
The word rat is a noun to refer to a rodent mammal which is very fruitful, destructive and greedy. However, it is also
used in sense figurative as an adjective to describe someone of thief, thief or stingy.In this case probably refers to a
child with any of these three undesirable characteristics.

niqab
The niqab is a veil Muslim women use to cover the head and face, leaving only a slit or hole in the eyes to see.Its name
comes from the word Arabic <em>naqaba </em>that wants to tell hole or boring.

no coscarse
It is a Spanish expression which means not understand, not to realize, not to find out.

no estar bien del tarro
In Spain, it is called so vulgar quot; quot jar; to the head. Hence, youth slang use this expression to mean that someone
is wrong of the head, which is a fool.

no hay clavo



Refers to an expression of Guatemala which means there is no problem, there is no problem.

no me rayes
Another expression Spanish used by the jargon youth that means not me bother, not me bother,Correctness would be
escrbir <em>not me ralles, </em>verb grating means to annoy, anger. The verb scratch means paint stripes, Dawn
(scratch the alba) and in sense figurative Excel or distinguish is of the others.

no pillar
The jargon youth in Spain used this expression that means not linking, not having success with the girls.

no subirle el agua al tanque
It's another expression of youth slang in Argentina that suggests that someone is not very wise or accurate in his
judgment or opinion, which lacks clarity.Is refers to not you upload enough blood to the brain and therefore you fault the
trial.Say quot; be badly irrigation quot; is used in Spain.

no te cantees
Not you cantees means it passes you. Usually use is in the jargon youth of Spain to give to understand not call it
attention, usually by something negative.

no te esponjes
In accordance with the jargon youth in Mexico means not you angry, not you angry.

no2
NO2 is the symbol of nitrogen dioxide, a toxic gas and irritant present in the atmosphere. It is extremely soluble in water,
oxidizing agent and one of the basic precursors of haze or smog in large cities. Distinguished visually by the
reddish-brown coloration.

nombre de ximena
It is of a name of battery that has two possible origins.The first is Hebrew and means quot; woman listening quot; and
the theory says that is derived from its variant male Simeon.The second hypothesis says that is derived from the
language Basque (of them Basque) of the term seme that wants to say son.

nombres neider
Neider (with capitalized N) is a name whose origin and meaning do not know. In German, Neider is an adjective that
means envious.

noob
Called quot; quot noob; the person who is inexperienced in some subject, primarily in online games, and doesn't want to
learn, hoping that someone else resolve your doubts. Considered ignorant and selfish, and almost no one wants to deal
with them because of his attitude of self-sufficiency.

normalistas
Is les says normalistas to them students and teachers belonging to a school normal, for example the school Normal of
master, who is governed by them rules and precepts established by the plan of studies in force.



nostalgia y melancolia
Nostalgia is the sadness he feels to be far the homeland or beloved somewhere. It is also the sadness that someone
remembers times or people from the past that you feel emotionally linked. Melancholy is a State of nostalgic and gentle
sadness. In psychiatry is a State of intense depression, lived with a sense of moral pain. It is characterized by inhibition
of the psychomotor functions and the death wish.

noticismo
Completion " 34 ISM; written at the end of some words given to understand that you it's a quality, ideology or movement
( as opportunism, self-interest, modernism, etc 41.  Therefore, noticismo is the quality, taste or penchant for news.

nsfw
NSFW are acronyms in English Not Safe / Suitable For Work which literally means lt; is not safe/appropriate for the gt
work;  It is used in forums, IRC, blogs and web pages to warn that certain content may be inappropriate for work, usually
as p or r n or g r a f i c o, bloody, violent and offensive.

ñaca
Not means nothing. It is only an invented word for imitate the sound that makes a witch (as cacle, cacle) and also to
identify a person witch nose.In Argentina is used by the jargon youth instead of say no or anything.

ñaca ñaca
NACA, naca are only two sounds that have no apparent meaning. In Spain it is used to indicate that you want to make
love, while in Argentina it is used as a negation, to imply not or anything. In Mexico is used to imitate the sound making
cacle, like witches, cacle.

ñachi
Nachi or Nacho is a dish of mapuche origin consumed in Chile that is prepared with freshly slain lamb or beef fresh
blood and various seasonings such as onion, garlic, coriander, merquén, salt and lemon.The nachi word comes from the
mapudungun and means blood.

ñácate
It is a popular expression in Argentina which means zape!, Wham!, grass!It is also the name of a district and town in the
province of La Rioja, Argentina.

ñámpira
According to the youth slang in Colombia, nampira means undesirable person, thief or robber.

ñe
<em>Ne </em>is a voice onomatopoeic of origin likely guarani that are used as idiom in Chile in signal of contempt or in
situations out of it common.In guarani is used in combination with other words and their meaning depends on of
it.Example: ne´e means word but also soul, according to writer and Uruguayan poet Eduardo Galeano.

ñipa
NIPA is a regionalism own of some countries Latin American and whose meaning is enojón, grumpy, of bad temper, that
is angry with ease.Apparently in Chile has a pejorative usage as it means i d i or t to.



ñoño en españa chile mexico
Ñoño is an adjective and noun's origin onomatopoeic, i.e., formed by imitation phonetic. It is said very demure or prissy,
person without grace or substance.In Mexico is familiarly used to describe to somebody corny or affected.In Argentina,
Bolivia, Chile and Colombia are tells nono a very studious person, who lives very far from reality, does not speak with
anyone, and is very withdrawn. While in Costa Rica ñoño is a very cloying person, affectionate and sentimental.

ñordo
Portfolios in Spain means excrement.  It is a regionalism to identify a piece of good size and well defined stool.  It stands
for milestone.

ñorsa
In Peru norsa means quot; Lady quot;. It is a metathesis or way to move some letters very common in the jargon of each
country.<br>

ñurdo
Nurdo is a Chilean regionalism that has several meanings.(1) Southpaw, from trend policy of left.(2) a person who is
very drunk or drugged(3) inept, unable

o porriño
escampar is a verb that is used to notify when there is a nbsp; great storm or rainy much that has broken and already
does not drop anything. For example,<strong>you cleared</strong> already the storm?. <strong>He cleared</strong>
this in past perfect simple.

ocaso de la vida
Sunset is the setting of the Sun in the horizon. Figuratively, sunset is also the decline or decline of something.
Therefore, the sunset of the life, is the stage of the life in that all be living begins to decline, to decrease its health and
force and begins to do is old.

ohana
In Hawaiian culture Ohana means family. The Hawaiian family includes in addition to relatives, friends and valued
members who are not relatives, but live together.  It symbolizes the union and attachment of all members, which should
cooperate, help yourself and remember each other.

oir campanas
The full expression would be quot; hear campaigns and not knowing where quot;.It is part of an expression used in
Spain and other countries of the Americas to imply that someone heard some information and the account without being
well informed.Also there is the expression quot; hear campaigns of wedding quot; that means that someone is going to
marry.

oir y escuchar
Hear is a verb that means to perceive words or sounds with the ear.Listening means paying attention to what you hear,
meet and understand what is being said.

ok en la guerra
It probably refers to the origin of the term OK during the war in the United States, on which there are two versions. The
first says that during the US civil war (1861-1865), when troops returned from a fight, officers were responsible for



making a report. When there was no casualties (soldiers killed), they wrote on a chalkboard quot; 0 Killed quot; (zero
dead). With the time, this term is developed in OK. Another version says that during the war of independence, had
troops of Hessen which Supreme Commander (Ober Kommandant in German), signed the parts of war with the initials
OK.

okis
Oki and also okis is a variant of Ok (okey) often used social media to imply that you agree something.  It is a word
invented by British adolescents some years ago.

oligopolio y monopolio
In microeconomics, the oligopoly is a market dominated by a small number of sellers or service providers. It assumes
the existence of several companies in a given market that offer a product or service, in such a way that none of them is
dominant and it can impose on the others. Monopoly is a situation of legal privilege or failure of market in which there is
a producer or service provider, which has great power of market, being the only one who has such a product, good or
service and therefore dominates that market without competition. In general terms, is who controls the production and
price although not at the same time.

olinguito
The olinguito is a new species of carnivorous mammal belonging to the family of raccoons that live in the forests of
Colombia and Ecuador fog.  It is about 35 cm.  more other 38 cm tail and weigh about 900 grams.  It eats mainly fruit,
but also insects and nectar.  It is a nocturnal animal and lives mainly in the trees.  It has large eyes, your skin is thick
and shaggy and the fur is castano-rojizo color with black tips.

olor sui generis
Sui generis is a locution Latin that means of its genre. It refers to something that is singular, unique, special.The sui
generis smell is a unique, smell characteristic of something that produces it, like for example, the smell of urine or fecal.

olvidarse de tomar la pastilla
In Argentina, youth slang uses this expression to mean that someone fails trial or wrong of the head. It refers to the
people who need to take medication to be well and think wisely.

onzas de agua
Oz is an English measure of liquid volume, amounting to nearly 30 milliliters. Therefore 1 oz of water equals 30 ml of
water (29.574 ml. exactly). One liter has 1000 milliliters, or 33.33 ounces.

oppais
It seems that <strong><em>oppais</em></strong> is a name invented or unknown. It appears in some games and in
some Japanese drawings, but it does not clarify its meaning. Also appears written separate <em style="font-weight:
bold;">oppa is </em>in English, explaining that oppa in Korean told the girls to his brother or older friend, but nothing
more.

oracion con la palabra huerfano
I imagine that what is asked is develop a prayer or phrase with the word <em>quot; orphan quot;.</em> Is says that
someone is orphan when to a person, usually minor of age, is you has died the father and the mother or one of them.
Example of prayer: when Alfonso had 4 years of age, was orphaned of mother.



oraciones con la palabra secretamente
I imagine that what you ask is to make some sentences using the word quot; secretly quot;. Example: tomorrow will go
secretly to the cinema, without is knowing my mom.

orear en cocina
Orear is synonymous with ventilate, aerate a thing to cool it, dry it, or remove certain smell.There are several things that
is customary orear in the kitchen, as for example the herbs of smell.

oriente y occidente
They are two of the four cardinal points which has the planet Tierra.Oriente, East or lift, is the name of the region that is
towards where it leaves the Sun. West, West or West, is the name of the region that is located where the sun sets.

origen dela palabra huanengo
The huanengo is a blouse typical indigenous of Michoacán, Mexico. Its name comes from the word tarascan quot; quot;
indigenous language spoken by the Purépecha uanenju.

ortivarse
In Argentine youth slang, ortivarse is to take turns to a bothersome or uncomfortable situation.Ortiva u ortiba is a person
who betrays another, although also means bitter or unpleasant in the slang of Río de la Plata.

osculcar
That Word does not exist. Surely the searched Word is <strong><em>quot; quot; rummage.</em></strong> Truancy
means spying, inquire, register to look for something hidden. By extension it is also used to find and kill the fleas and
body lice.

otea
Stare is the name of a traditional dance from Tahiti, characterized by a fast-moving and shaking of hips accompanied by
the beat of drums. Commands also can come from the verb see, which means to see something with the look from a
high place. Example: She commands the horizon from the Hill.

otg
OTG is an acronym in English of quot; On The Go quot; that means very active and busy. It is a cable with terminals that
allows devices with USB ports to connect easily to any tablet or smartphone.

p estadística
The <em style="font-weight: bold;">p-value </em>or value of probability, is a statistical measure that helps scientists
determine if their assumptions are correct or not. P-values are used to determine if the results of the experiments are
within the normal range of values for the observed events. As a general rule, if the p of a set of data value is below a
certain amount (such as 0.05), scientists reject the quot; quot null hypothesis; of their experiment. The values p are
currently in a reference table to first calculate the value of the quot; Chi-square-quot; which measures the difference
between the expected values and the observed in an experiment...

pa la cara de muerto
It is likely that this is an expression used universally to mean having the face pale, perishing, lacking color or blushing in
cheeks, resembling a dead.



pacito
It was already answered in previous question.

pacito
It is likely that it is a name or nickname. It can also be a misspelled word. Example: pacito instead of pasito. Step is the
diminutive of step.

padrinet
Padrinet in catalan means grandfather. When Rafael Nadal won the tennis tournament in Monte Carlo, dedicated his
victory to his grandfather died in September 2015 with these words written on the lens of a camera: going per your,
padrinet (goes by you, grandfather).

pagar a pachas
In Spain, paid to pachas means pay half, each who your part or divide the expenditure in parts equal.

paginas amp
AMP (Accelerated Mobile Pages) pages are web pages designed with a specification of open source that are stored in
Google, allowing to publish faster. The AMP format is compatible with a wide variety of platforms, including Google
search.

pago de su propio patrimonio
Heritage is the set of assets (homes, land, cars, money, etc) that a person inherited from their ancestors or acquires
self-employed during their life. Payment of their own assets possibly relates to the payment of taxes or to periodic
payment that the person makes to acquire any property in installments.

paihuano
Paiguano or Paihuano is a commune in the Elqui province in Chile. The meaning of his name is uncertain. If the name
came from the quechua would quot; quot bird excrement; and if it is from the mapuche language, then it would be quot;
quot soft heights;.

palabra guaremate
The word guaremate is a regionalism of Dominican Republic and whose meaning is errand, do errands and receiving
orders. It is also a person of lower class that has no future.

palabra hear
The word quot; to hear quot; It is English and means quot; to listen listen quot; In Spanish.

palabra polisémica
The prefix Greek quot; <em>poli quot;</em> written at the beginning of some words means numerous, very much.
Lexemic or semica is refers to the sema, that is the unit or trait minimum of meaning that difference to a word of another.
Example: animal, feline and four-legged are semas which constitute the meaning of cat. Therefore polysemic or
polysemic is an adjective relative to the polysemy, property of a word that has several or many meanings.

palabra primitiva
The early word is that which does not come from any other. For example: flower, tree, bread, etc. Other words such as



Baker, bakery, pie, etc., which are a family of derived words are derived primitive word bread.

palabras en arawak y su en español
Arahuacas languages or arawak is a family of indigenous languages of South America, Central America and the
Caribbean.<br>I guess that is being asked to look up some words in this language and its meaning in Spanish.
 Examples: amepi-ye is thief, nu-phe-ri means elder brother, peer is dog, hiaro is woman, wadili means man, etc.

palabras en cakchiquel
The Kaqchikel, kaqchiquel, or cakchiquel is a language spoken in the Central Western region of Guatemala. The
language is part of the quicheano of languages group, which in turn is part of the Mayan language family is one of the
most important Mayan Guatemala in languages.Some examples are: tzay-salty, you ' ij-meat, matyox-thank you,
b'aq-bone

palabros
They call it <strong><em>Word</em></strong> to Word that, after daily use, has been converted into another term
having lost all vestiges of their origin. It would be as a kind of bastard in the original language.So many new words have
emerged that a palabros dictionary there is already.

panfigol
It refers to an expression Valencian whose meaning is person quiet or calm.

pañar
There is no such verb in the dictionary. However, it could be that that Word is used to indicate any action that is
performed with very thick piece of fabric or cloth.It could also refer to the illness of cloth, melasma or Chloasma, which is
a dark discoloration that appears on the skin, mainly on the face, when exposed to the Sun.If the searched Word is <em
style="font-weight: bold;">Manage</em> then its meaning would be the following:Prepare or seasoning a food.Clean a
person.Grab something that does not belong.Collect and store somethingIn Argentina, Bolivia, Nicaragua and Uruguay
conceal, hide or protect someone.Familiarly used also to fix something broken or damaged provisionally.Be breaded
means being rushed, in a difficult situation.<br>

papajotes
The papajotes are traditional Holy week. There is the version sweet and the salt.Is is of a species of donut made with a
dough of flour and potatoes that is frying with oil of olive. Candy sprinkled after fried with sugar.Every province of Spain,
where are very appreciated, has its own recipe.

papel celofan
The cellophane is not a role, is a natural polymer (chemical compound) derived from cellulose (substance contained in
the membrane of plants). Has the appearance of a film thin transparent, flexible and resistant but very easy of cut (as if
out paper).He is obtained by dissolving wood, cotton or hemp fibers in an alkali (alkali chemical compound).Is used as
wrapping of gifts, bouquets floral, food and as tape adhesive.

papeles de panama
It is known as the roles of Panama to more than 11 million documents detailing how thousands of people hide their
heritage through companies overseas (offshore companies) in tax havens, using offshore companies established in
Panama.las offices are companies established in one country but registered in another, such as Panama, where enjoys
certain tax benefits that allow you to avoid paying taxes.



papisongo
Papisongo and mamisonga are two words used in the jargon of Puerto Rico for people who are a sexual symbol, male
and female respectively.

papoy
In the language of the Minions quot; Mission quot; It is the name of the toy given to Agnes and whose meaning is quot;
quot toy; in their language.

para atrás
It all depends on the context. In the argentina youth jargon quot; back to quot; means bad, example: how you did? Stop
back! If it's the expression quot; take back quot; then in Spain has the meaning of scare, move or impress. Example:
You have a face of sadness that check back. In Mexico quot; throw back quot; It means repent, change your mind, go
back.

para más inri
INRI is an acronym of Iesus Nazarenus Rex Iudaeorum which means Jesús of Nazareth, King of the Jews in latin.Is is of
an acronym that Pontius Pilate, Governor of Judea, ordered placed in the cross where was crucified Jesus in tone of
mockery and warning for them Christian.For more or greater INRI mean therefore to greater derision (humiliating or
contemptuous mockery).

para ti la cocina
It is a phrase that may have two or more meanings depending on the intention with which is diga.1) if it says in a friendly
and helpful tone means that they put to your orders and provision what you know and want to share their knowledge on
how to cocinar.2) if it says as an epithet (derogatory) then means that the only for what they serve is to be cooking and
nothing else. You could probably have more meanings but these two are that I can think of at this time.

paramétrico
The parametric term comes from mathematics and refers to the use of parameters or variables which allow to
manipulate or alter the final result of an equation or system. It is mainly used for the design of forms and complex
structures in the construction.

paratexto verbal
The Paratext is the set of elements that go along with the text. These elements can be verbal and non-verbal. The
elements that compose the Paratext conjugation can be title, index, the prologue, references, the preface, the heading,
etc.<br>

parecióme
Pareciome is the same that I found. The difference is that the pronoun quot; I quot; It goes after the word quot; quot;
seem rather than put it to the beginning.Pronouns are words that replace a noun and carried out by the same
grammatical function as the.

parientas silvestres
We must distinguish between the relatives and the relatives. I understand that in Spain is said female relative in a way
familiar to the spouse and parent to any family. Wild relatives refers to more or less related to that same crop crops that
represent a genetic resource for the improvement of the species. On the other hand, the wild relatives could refer in
familiar way, rustic or uneducated wives of some men. The latter is not more than an assumption without basis.



partícipe a título lucrativo
In right criminal, is known as part to title lucrative to the person or people that is benefit economically from a crime or
lack committed with money illicit.It is called a profit participant who, without having collaborated in the execution of the
crime, has profited or benefited from it.

pasa el zelda
quot; It passes the zelda quot; It is a slang often used the network to ask subtly the direct URL of images or pirated files
(over 18) 18. It refers to the game The Legend of Zelda, where the main character Link is often confused with Princess
Zelda by those who are not familiar with the franchise.

pastel carolina
The cake Carolina or simply the Carolina is a sweet typical of Bilbao.Is a tart of puff on which is placed a cone of
merengue and is pouring chocolate and yolk of egg.He has that sweet created it a Bilbao Baker for his daughter that
merengue liked a lot. Apparently you liked both that the father you put the name of her daughter.

pata de ganso
Called quot; goosegrass or quot; pes anserinus quot; the formation of tendons which cover the inside of the knee,
covering part of the upper and inner face of the tibia in the leg.The three muscles that the form are: the Sartorius, the
straight internal and the semitendinosus.He name is must to the inclusion of their tendons, in the face internal of the
warm, is resembles to the leg of a goose.<br><br>

pax
The word <em>pax </em>in latin means peace. Its antonym or opposite Word is <em>bellum, war.</em>

pc gaming
PC gaming is known in English to the computer or PC (Personal Computer) exclusive to video games, including
necessary peripherals and accessories.

pe en electricidad
The initials <strong>. pe</strong> (with point at the beginning) are the identification code of the country of Peru in any
web page or email address. They apparently have no electricity known meaning, however they could be an abbreviation
of certain words in English such as quot; professional engineer quot; or quot; physical education quot; , etc.

peache indigena
It seems that it is a Venezuelan indigenous tribe who participated in the struggles that argued against the Spanish
soldiers during the conquest of the Amazon territory.  However, almost nothing of them is known and it is believed that
they are a culture lost in the Amazon that performs wonders and miracles.  Referred to these people as spellcasters.
Note: The source is not very reliable, so the above may not be correct.

pecado de onmicio
I have no idea or find the meaning of quot; onmicio quot;. If the searched Word is <strong>sin of omission</strong>,
then it means the transgression of the divine by neglect, apathy, neglect or abstension law do or say something.

pechereques
The pechereques is a regionalism in Peru which means breasts, breasts.



pedestacion
Is a term medical used to say that remains of foot or is stopped. The right thing is to write it with an accent on the o
pedestacion.

pedir la bendición
Ask the blessing means request or invoke divine support to do something or bless someone, but it is also used to give
the approval or authorization of something. Example: Ask the blessing of parents to get married (to give its approval). It
is a custom that has been disappearing over time although many cultures retain it as part of their prayers and ancestral
rites.

pegar porte
It is an expression used in Costa Rica by the youth jargon to imply that it is the maximum. The best.

pegar toursillo
It is an idiom of the Costa Rican youth jargon to imply you will tour with friends to drink alcohol, smoking or having sex.

pegarse el alcachofazo
Another expression of Chilean origin meaning given account or remember something suddenly.

pegolan
Pegoland is a brand of mortar of cement tail adhesive with great power of adhesion used for the placement of tiles in
floors and walls. By extension, when we say someone is a Pegoland, it means that you it's a sticky person, encimosa,
that sticks or adheres to others by custom.

pelopony
It doesn't mean anything.  It is the stage name of singer and dancer Catalan Yolanda Gallardo, inspired by American
artists such as Lady Gaga and Britney Spears pop music.

perias que significa
Perias seems to be an Indonesian word whose meaning is quot; cosmetic quot;. Instagram uses the hashtag or label
<em style="font-weight :  bold;">perias </em>for issues related to this topic. It is also the name of an ancient Greek city
and a surname.

periplo literario
A journey is a long journey through many countries. A literary journey is an imaginary journey to discover and share the
literature and letters from several countries.

periscope
Periscope is an English word which means periscope. The Periscope is an optical instrument consisting of a system of
lenses and prisms of reflection that allows you to see over an obstacle. Its main use is in submarines.

peritas en dulce
Are you called quot; adept in sweet quot; person or thing that its perfection, virtues or qualities is considered very
attractive, useful and look. Sweet pears were first candied fruits. The sugar frosted glass and crystallized in the outside it
to shine as a jewel. It was the Queen of jams, an attractive and delicious delicacy, object of desire. There is this saying.



permeado
Permeate is the participle of the verb permeate that means penetrate or pass a fluid, radiation or waves magnetic a
body.It is also used to imply an idea or doctrine penetrates into something or someone, mainly a social group.Example:
The profanity have permeated (penetrated) social networks.<br><br>

perro salchicha
Dog sausage or Dachshund in German (Badger dog) is a breed of dog, also called Dachshund or dackel. Its name
comes from the English sausage dog, that is as is you known in England and Australia.Su form is elongated and low,
with a tail long and snout stretched, ears long and falls, legs short and nails black.

perromuertero
It is of a regionalism Peruvian whose meaning is scammer by custom.

persona anodina
A dull person is one that lacks grace or interest. The bland adjective is used to define people or things insignificant,
ineffective or insubstantial. In medicine it is used to indicate that it does not cause pain.

petarlo
It is a word used in youth jargon in Spain amounting to be the soul of the party, molar. Its meaning is to succeed, like.

peticion graciable
An ex gratia request is a request that is usually done to any authority requesting a pardon or forgiveness for someone
who made a mistake or did something forbidden.

petroleo brent wti crudo y texas
In the world there are 161 types of crude oil or petroleum whose main difference is its density and sulphur content.
There are two raw whose reference serves for pricing around the world. The Brent, from mainly of the sea of the North
that is used in Europe and the WTI (West Texas Intermediate) from of United States that is used in America. Both are
listed in US dollars.<br>

peyea
PEYEA stands for the strategic position and action evaluation. It is the name of an array that is being studied in the
course of strategic planning of companies, in the business administration career.

pérfida albión
Perfidious Albion is named the poet and French diplomat of Aragonese origin Augustin Louis Marie de Ximenes to the
British Islands or United Kingdom in hostile terms and revenge, encouraging to attack them in their own waters.
Perfidious means unfair, traitor, that failure to his word. Albion is of Celtic origin, however, the Romans associated it with
the term latin <em>quot; quot; albus</em> that means white, in reference to the color of the cliffs of Dover, to the South
of England, that is it first that is sees approaching is to Britain by sea from the North of France.

phantonware
Phantomware is the name of a software program installed on factory which serves to prevent tax evasion in automated
registers machines of restaurants mainly. Phantomware translation to the Spanish would be something like ghost
merchandise that is sold unless the machine register the sale nor the entry of money.



phubbing
Comes from the union of two English words: <em>phone and snubbing </em>that mean phone and despised. It can be
defined as the Act of an individual, or ignore their environment by focusing on mobile technology, be it a Smartphone,
Tablet, laptop or any other smart device.

pichasear
Another idiom used by Costa Rican youth slang which means hitting, hitting,

pichúo
According to Costa Rica youth slang, pichuo means great, great, great.

picky
The word <em>picky </em>in English means meticulous, exacting, difficult to please, scrupulous. Example: Children are
picky eaters = children are hard-to-please eaters. Mexico says remilgoso a person as well.

pies de plomo
Lead is a heavy metal, therefore, if we have lead feet it would be very difficult to walk or run by excess weight. Go or
walk with feet of lead means having great caution to do things, go very carefully, slowly, step by step, as if truly toes
were lead.

pijiado
It's an idiom used by Costa Rican youth slang as a synonym for drugged.

pilingi
It seems to be a Slovenian word whose translation is peeling. It refers mainly to the paring of the skin, which in English
is known as peeling.

piloga
The word piloga not means nothing. It is the name of a new discipline of mind result from the combination of the words
yoga pilates and fitness.

piltrafilla
When a person is very disheveled, exhausted or seems little healthy, are you says that is made quot; a piltrafa
quot;.<br>Is used piltrafilla in sense figured in, Spain to designate to someone with appearance rather pathetic or
plaintive, generally skinny and weak.

pimp
Pimp is an English word which means quot; quot; quot; pimp quot; Pimp or quot; pimp quot;.It refers to the man who is
engaged in sexually exploiting women for economic gain.

pinchi
Apparently is is of a last name Peruvian of origin quechua whose meaning is <em>point light, sparkle bright, light
intermittent.</em>  It is a name well known in the provinces of Cuzco, Puno and Juliaca in Peru.



piroba
According to the dictionary, pirobo (male) has the meaning of intercourse in Argentina. In other countries it means gay or
homosexual. Piroba (female) was said in some Latin American countries to a prostitute, however, its current use has
been modified and is currently used as an insult.

pirsin
Piercing in English is pronounced piercing in Spanish and means hole, drilling. It is the practice of puncturing any part of
the body to insert earrings or other jewelry pieces.

pistoletazo de salida
Is an expression used often to give home to some event sports, cultural, political, social or of any other type. Has its
origin in the shot with gun that is gives to the air in some sports of track, as the racing, to indicate the boot or home of
the same.

pitiarse algo
In the Chilean youth slang, pitiarse is something equivalent to break it or break it. Also be used say take is something.

pito duro
It is a vulgarismo that is used in some countries such as Mexico to designate the erect penis.

pito pito gorgorito
It is a phrase that is part of a children's song from game whose meaning is unknown.<br>Pito pito gorgoritowhere will
you so beautiful,the real pavement, pim, pam outyou go and you stay!<br>

pituca
In Argentina and Paraguay posh means that it is a smug person, who likes to do very well, with good clothes, elegant.In
Chile and Peru is refers to the people wealthy and with style.

pituca
In Argentina and Paraguay posh means that it is a smug person, who likes to do very well, with good clothes, elegant.In
Chile and Peru is refers to the people wealthy and with style.

pitufar
Smurf is to speak the language of the Smurfs. It is a game in which replaced any verb, noun or adjective for the words
Smurf Smurf, smurfette, pitufeado, pitufeando, etc. Example: Hello Smurfette, Smurf will you? Nothing, I'm in bed
pitufeada, I can not go out to smurf. In economy, Smurf means bleaching or launder money. Money laundering is to
introduce the legal economy, money obtained illegally, whitening and its origin.

placetas
Placetas is the plural of placeta. A square, square or square is a small square, a wide open space in the open air.

planilla de cálculo
A calculation or electronic worksheet sheet is a type of document which allows you to manipulate numeric and
alphanumeric data, arranged in the form of tables composed of cells organized into rows and columns. An example is
the form of calculation of Power Point, where it is possible to perform complex calculations with formulas and functions



and draw different types of graphs.

planking
It is an English term meaning quot; make table or planking quot; It's a fad that is to pull stiff and upside down, down in an
unusual place, with arms extended to the side to take a picture and post it on the Internet. Originally became popular in
England and then in all of the United Kingdom.

planta endémica
A plant endemic is a plant native of an area restricted, that only is located in a region or country and in any other place
more.Endemic means that it is only or is located on a single site.

planta libre
It is an architectural concept that is used to indicate that the structure of a building is completely independent of the
vertical elements that divide the space, such as the walls. These elements do not have a structural function, therefore
the space can be arranged as you wish, without having to maintain a rigid and orderly, characteristic of load-bearing
walls available.<br>

plantar un arbol tener un hijo escribir un libro
It is a famous quotation from José Martí (1853-1895), liberal politician, journalist, philosopher and Cuban poet. The full
quote is: quot; There are three things everyone should do during his lifetime: planting a tree, have a child and write a
book quot;. It is a recommendation which suggests that to achieve a full life and transcend, it is suitable to carry out
these three tips, before his death without having done.

plantar un olivo
The olive tree is a tree that is considered emblem of fertility and symbol of peace and of glory. White doves carry a small
branch of olive tree as a sign of peace at the peak. Planting an olive tree is a symbolism that is made in the hope that,
with the passage of time and patience, one day of fruit (olive) and is achieved there will be peace in the land, ending the
wars.<br>

plantas briofitas
Biofritas plants are characterized by not being vascular (have no conductive vessels), or flowers or fruits. Are plants
small that live in places damp or water and is reproduced by spores. They are composed of three groups: mosses,
liverworts, and antoceros. It is believed that they are the descendants of green algae and were the first in evolving more
than 500 million years ago.<br>

plastico pet1 pet2 pet3 pet4 pet5
There is a system of classification of plastics called identification code of resin, which is the number placed at the bottom
of the bottles and food containers that identifies the type of the plastic resin with which they were made. The most toxic
plastic for health are 7, 3 and 6 (in that order), while the safest are 1, 2, 4 and 5 (in that order). Plastic 1: PET
(polyethylene terephthalate) plastic 2: HDPE (high density polyethylene) plastic 3: PVC (polyvinyl chloride) plastic 4:
LDPE (low density polyethylene) plastic 5: PP (polypropylene) plastic 6: plastic (polystyrene) PS 7: others not listed

plata dulce
Sweet silver is an expression of Argentine origin which means easy money. This term emerged when artificially set the
price of the dollar equivalent to 1 Argentine peso in Argentina and most people devoted themselves to spend the money
without control.



plata o plomo
It is of two metals that exist in nature.The lead is a metal dense, heavy, of color grey bluish, whose point of fusion is of
327.5 degrees Celsius. Figuratively, the lead is a bullet or projectile.The silver is a metal precious of color white, bright,
very ductile, whose point of fusion is of 960 degrees Celsius. Figuratively, the silver is money.There is a movie called
silver or lead, whose name leads us to understand that failure to accept a bribe (plata or money), you will be killed (lead
or bullet).<br>

plataneras
Banana or banana is a plant similar to a tree (although not it is) that is grown in climates warm and has its origin in Asia
South. Also known under the name of musa and his fruit is banana or banana.People who sell or grow this fruit are also
called banana.

platanueses
Unless I'm wrong (which happens quite often), the word platanueces arose as a result of the staging of the musical work
that sit-in! premiered in 1989 and revived in 2009. It is an ecological work based on the idea of saving the world through
plants. The word itself means nothing. It is the result of combining banana and nuts.

plis
It is the sound in the English word quot Spanish; please quot; which means please.

plugin
In computer science. a complement is an application that is associated with another to add you a function new and
special. This application is executed by the application main and interact a with the other.This add-on is known in
English as <em style="font-weight: bold;">plug-ins </em>(plug or insert) or <em style="font-weight: bold;">add-on
</em>(added).In Spanish is known as connector or extension.

po box
PO Box stands for Post Office Box in English meaning box or postal box.Is a Doghouse small of post in where arrives
and is stores all the correspondence in a same place to pass to collect it then. Also are you known as paragraph postal.

podejetas
It is a derogatory nickname with the Spanish journalist Eduardo Inda calling some members of the political party can.

podemita
Not there is this word in the dictionary. It is a term of recent creation (2014) in Spain and is as known to any member of
the political party quot; Can quot;. Some prefer to call them podemistas.

podemius
PodemIUs is a coalition or alliance between two Spanish political parties: can IU (United Left) who aim to form a
common front in the election of 2016.

podshare
PodShare is a network social with an address physical to which it belongs by means of a membership in United States.
It is a kind of social club for young people who share the facilities and services of lodging, food and entertainment in
several U.S. cities.It name is derived from iPod, the phone mobile smart of Apple and the word in English share or the
verb quot; to share quot; that means sharing.



poesia eres tu
The Spanish poet Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer (1836-1870) defined what it means to poetry in the following rhyme.quot;
What is poetry? you say, while nailed my pupil your blue pupil.What is poetry? Do you ask it of me? Poetry is... you
quot;.It is a fragment of his work that, with few words, says his beloved what she means to him. By extension, any
woman who reads it, includes sweet and romantic that is a man say quot; Poetry is... you quot;.

pokemon go
It doesn't mean anything. It is the name of an adventure video game developed by Niantic Inc. for iOS and Android
devices by the Japanese company, The Pokémon Company. Its launch was conducted from July 6, 2016 in Australia
and New Zealand and on July 7 in United States.

pokemona
In Venezuela, the word pokemona is used in rap to imply that you it's an easy girl, who is not respected and has
relationships with several men. It generally refers to a woman's cabaret.

poleman
Poleman in English is the person who uses or employs a stick or c to verify the depth of the water in a boat. Also is the
person that picks up the sound in the filming of a film with a microphone mounted on a stick. In general, used to
designate a person who works or makes use of a stick, stick or pole to carry out any activity.

politica natalista
Politics is the science that treats of the Government of a State or society. The natalismo is the doctrine that promotes
political measures to achieve greater birth or birth of humans in a State or territory, usually because the volume of the
existing population or that is expected in the immediate future is insufficient. Pro-birth policy is therefore one that
encourages growth or reproduction of the population.

polola
In Chile quot; polola quot; means girlfriend, although no formal and without commitment to marriage. Also has a
derogatory meaning of quot; quot; bug in Chile and Peru, giving to understand that is is from the couple not desired by
the family of he. In Ecuador, the meaning is grid.

polvadal
Not there is the word in the dictionary. Possibly it is a characteristic of a region or country regionalism in particular. Gives
the impression of being synonymous with dust whose meaning is: large amounts of dust raised by wind or other cause.
It could also mean: turmoil originating among the people a story or event.

polvo de angel
Peace pill, PCP, or angel dust is a highly harmful synthetic drug.  Its consumption can cause alterations in the nervous
system, causing acts of debauchery and violence in the also.  It's a very fine white powder similar to cocaine, which
generates high addiction, as well as very harmful physical and psychological effects.

pomello
Pomello is a blend of the words Pomodoro and Trello,Pomodoro is the name of a technique to increase the productivity
in the work and Trello is a brand of boards that exists in the market.

poner los tochos



Put the logs means according to youth jargon in Spain, deceiving your partner being unfaithful.In Mexico will use the
term put them horns, that means it same.

poner mirando para cuenca
The expression quot; Put looking for Cuenca quot; It is commonly used as a reference to the sexual position known
commonly as the position of the dog (more formally as a tergo intercourse), by analogy to the same position in which
Muslims are placed when they pray toward Mecca.

ponerse farruco
Farruco is a word used in sense family mean brave, defiant, stubborn.Put is farruco wants to say put is bravo,
aggressive, angry is.

ponerse la gorra
quot; Put is the CAP quot; It is an expression which means please seriously, making use of some authority in youth
jargon of Argentina.

ponerse las pilas
While in Argentina, Mexico and Venezuela it means to enliven it, be alert and pay attention to what we do, in Ecuador,
Colombia and Peru means consuming cocaine or other drugs stimulating purposes.

poqui
Poqui is a word that has no meaning. It is a last name, the name of a filipino dish (poqui poqui), a place in Catalonia (the
Poqui), etc.  , but there is no data on the origin and meaning of this word.

por activa y por pasiva
By active and passive, it is an expression that is used to imply that something is repetitive, is repetitive, returns to do or
say a thing or insist on it. This type of expressions are considered a pleonasm, or the use or abuse of unnecessary
words to give more strength and variety to a sentence.

por doquier
Everywhere or wherever is an adverb of place that means anywhere, in any place, by where is, on all sides.Example:
everywhere had soldiers wounded on the battlefield.

por la patilla
Expressions quot; the quot; quot; PIN by the expensive quot; and quot; by the morro quot; are widely used in Spain to
imply that something was no merit, free, or also without explanation, unexpectedly.

por tanto y por lo tanto
It's two very similar adverbial phrases. The difference is in the article <em style="font-weight :  bold;">it </em>which
makes reference to the above mentioned direct object. Therefore means <em>so, in response to which, </em>its
meaning denotes reason. Therefore it means <em>therefore, by what was previously said, for the reason or the reasons
cited.  </em>Its meaning denotes consequence.

porfaplis
It refers to the union and abbreviation of two words quot; by please quot; and quot; plis quot;.PLIs is as you pronounce



in Spanish the word <em>please </em>in English that also means by please.Therefore is is from a word invented and
redundant that used the youth to tell by please.At times use the word quot; porfis quot; with the same meaning.

portal en informática
The word portal comes from door.  An Internet portal is a web page or web site that serves as an entry point to various
resources and services related to the same topic.  This allows the user access to the necessary information in an
organized and efficient. The following is an acrostic of the main features of this word suggested by David Morrison,
specialist of Lotus. <strong>P</strong>ersonalizacion for end users. <strong>Or</strong>voiceless on the desktop.
<strong>R</strong>informational resources divided and organized<strong>T</strong>rayectoria or tracking activities of
users. <strong>To</strong>accessible to database<strong>L</strong>ocalizacion of people or things.<br>

poseyeando
That Word does not exist. If the searched Word is <em style="font-weight: bold;">possessing </em>then it means that it
comes from the verb own which means having or owning something, know something and also sexual intercourse.

postureo
It is a neologism emerged in social networks to express forms of behavior and pose, meaning pose an attitude or way
affected behave or speak. Also used the verb <em>posturear</em>, although none of the two words appear in the
dictionary. Probably the origin of both words is derived from the word posture, which is the way to be, or register.<br>

posturologa
The posturology is a branch of alternative medicine that studies and measures the balance and posture of the body. It is
a science which was developed in France over 50 years ago and now beginning to practice in Spain for treatment of
different diseases related to the posture of the body. The posturologa is the professional who carries out this therapy.

posverdad
This question already was answered recently on this page.

posverdad
It is a term invented by David Roberts, referring to the politicians who deny climate change, despite all the scientific
evidence that existed in this regard.Currently use this Word frequently to mean in policy denial, lying, or lack the reality
of some event or statement contrary to the truth.

potorros
In some parts of Spain they say you potorro to the salt shaker. However, also used as vulgarismo to refer to female
genitalia. The network has been a brand of canned with that name and has caused a stir.

potos
In Argentina, Chile and Peru are tells poto to the buttocks or back. It is a mapuche word that comes from the mochica
(language of the Moche people of Northern Peru). Of the mochica went to the quechua where it adopted to refer is also
to the vessels, a container small of mud in Peru.

ppap pen
It is the initials of the name of a song in English called Pen Pineapple Apple Pen whose meaning is pineapple Apple
ballpoint pen.



ppsoe
It is a contraction of the initials of two political parties in Espana.pp = Partido Popular and PSOE = party Socialist Worker
Espanolal join form PPSOE which critics give to understand that their political stance is similar.

praxis social
The word praxis comes from the Greek and means practice or action.In philosophy, social praxis is to implement a set of
actions to transform the world of part of the society.

preboliche
quot; Preboliche quot; or quot; previous quot; He is told in the argentina youth jargon to the reunion of friends who
gather to drink before going to bowling or clubbing.

prefijo mito
The prefix is a morpheme (unit minimum of meaning) that is prepended to a Word to constitute a derivative. In this case
the prefix quot; myth quot; whose meaning is a fantasy product of the imagination, is used in several words as
mythology, mythomaniac, mythography, etc., which is derived from the same prefix.

pregorexia
The pregorexia or anorexia in pregnancy, is an eating disorder in which women do not eat enough, done diets and
exercising too much to not gain weight, due to the distress that causes you to gain weight.The consequences of this
eating disorder can be fatal for mother and baby.

preppers
Preppers is the English name given to people who are preparing to face and survive a disaster who believe that one day
it will happen. It is a group of people who are most concerned because they think that the day in which occurs a
cataclysm or disaster of great proportions (earthquake, hurricane, flood, etc.  ) will be able to survive if they prepare
beforehand,

pretty boy
The literal translation of these English words is quot; nice, handsome guy or similar quot;. It is a popular nickname used
by artists, athletes and other people whose facial features are considered attractive. In Mexico, a person so is says quot;
carita quot;.

pringao en españa
Loser is a very common word in Spain and although it is an insult, it is not vulgar.The word correct is dripping, but is
more common say loser. Its meaning is silly, easy of fool, blame or take advantage of is.

prius conceptual
The Japanese car company Toyota, manufactures a car called the Prius, which is hybrid (has a gasoline engine and an
electric motor). Before heading out to the market for sale, develop a prototype or concept in order to know if he can or
not be produced and sold in series. This prototype is known as conceptual car or concept, which gives an abstract idea
and general of as it will be the car that will be sold in the future.

proceres
Hero is someone important, noble or high social position. It is also an adjective meaning high, high, majestic.



procrastrinación
<strong>Procrastination</strong> is the action or habit of postponing or delaying activities that should be undertaken,
replacing them with other irrelevant or pleasant.It is a behavior disorder and is commonly applied to the sense of anxiety
generated to a pending task without willpower to complete it.

profanador de cuna
It is a Chilean slang which means that one older adult has as couple at a young age, which is considered almost a baby
cradle compared it.

proferir injurias
Utter slander means tell or emit words that express dishonor, disrepute or contempt towards another person.

proposiciones erróneas
A proposition is a set of words that are proposing something and is also a grammatical sentence. In logic, a proposition
is an affirmative statement that can be true or false, successful or fail. Probably to that referred to in the question.

prosumidor
It is an acronym formed by the words consumer producer. The difference is that a producer makes money producing,
consumer spend it buying and the prosumer makes money while you spend it. For example. buying a home to form a
heritage is a clear example of how spend making money, since their value increases over time.

proyecto andromeda
The name of an English movie of science is fiction released in 2006 and based on a television series of the sixties
(1960) of the same name.A group of scientists captures a signal of the space from of the constellation of Andromeda.
The message contains information to build a computer system so far unknown on Earth. Over time, the system just
becoming very powerful and the Government decides to use this power to create a robot of flesh and bone that meets all
your wishes.

proyecto homero
A project is intended to make something or a plan that idea to carry it out. Homer was a Greek epic poet, author of two
great works: the Iliad and the Odyssey. Homer is a juvenile play to put in scene the Iliad and the Odyssey in Spain
through the young company theatre group.

proyecto seti
SETI is an acronym in English of <strong>S</strong>earch for <strong>E</strong>xtra <strong>T</strong>errestrial
<strong>I</strong>ntelligence that means search of intelligence Extraterrestre.El project SETI uses radio telescopes
around the world to track the sky and observe patterns special in waves of radio that can have been sent by another
civilization in the space. It is a project that began in 1959 to investigate signs of intelligent life on the universe.

prudencia como valor
Prudence is the quality or virtue from acting fair, proper form and sparingly. It is a value that helps us to react correctly to
any circumstance, through reflection and reasoning of what our actions and words can cause if we do not act with calm
and serenity.  It is formed in us by the way in which we conduct frequently and not through what performing to be.

prueba de embarazo
The pregnancy test is a test that is done to find out if a woman is pregnant or pregnant. It is a chemical reaction that a



few drops of urine to make on a small piece of paper impregnated with certain chemical substances, which change the
color of the paper by the presence of some hormones present in the urine of pregnant women.

pteridofitas
Pteridofitas plants are medium-sized and characterized by having conductive vessels, but they don't have flowers or
fruits. Have estate real, stems and leaves.They live in places fresh, moist and shaded (shading), are perennial, without
secondary development and reproduce by spores. Those are the ferns and the horsetails.

pu en zapatos
It probably refers to the material of which the soles of the shoes are made. PU or PUR stands for polyurethane, a
synthetic material that is part of the family of polymers (high molecular weight chemical compound).

puchica
The word puchica (with tilde in the u) is used as an expression of surprise, admiration, anger or fear by the jargon youth
in Colombia, Honduras, Nicaragua, Peru, Guatemala and El Salvador and not has any significado.debido that is is of an
interjection and a euphemism.

puente biologico
Bridges in general, are structures that serve to cross from one place to another safely. A bridge is used to cross a river
to another or through a Canyon quickly and safely. But also, bridges are used to join or connect two or more distant
places. Therefore, a biological bridge is an imaginary bridge whose purpose is to put in contact or communicate to two
or more persons or entities with aspects of biology is the study of living beings.<br>

puerperio fisiologico
The postpartum period is the period elapsed from the moment of birth, the genital organs, their functions and the general
status of the woman, returns to normal as before birth. Physiology is the part of biology that studies organic functions in
human beings, so the physiological puerperium refers to the functions of the female organs during that time.

pura paja
In some countries of Latin America are used in sense figured to give to understand that something not has importance,
that is insignificant or useless.It is also used as an adjective to say that a person is lying or has no word.

q lo q
The abbreviation <em>qloq or klk </em>refers to a greeting from the youth slang which means <em>that that or
crazy.</em>

q significado tiene yopale
Yopal is a Colombian municipality, capital of the Department of Casanare. Its name is derived from the word indigenous
achagua quot; yopos quot; whose meaning is heart, but it is also the name of a (yopo) tree that was abundant in the
region, so Yopal means place where the yopos abound.

qap
QAP are the initials of quot; Quiet At Phrequency quot; which means something as quot; attentive and waiting quot;. It is
a three letter code for signs attributed originally to the British Government and the American military to be used in radio
communications. Its use was initially between ships and coastal stations after commercial and military. Also used by
amateur radio operators to communicate, where it is common to hear them say: <strong> <em>quot; I am QAP



quot;.</em></strong>

qoidozo
It is a barbarism, which besides being misspelled, is invented and reportedly expressed various emotions including
opposing such as happiness and sadness, disgust, dislike, etc.

quad core y optacore
Quad Core means that a processor or CPU has 4 Nucleosocta (no opt) Core means having 8 cores. Multi Core (dual
core or more) processors are able to handle and process several independent instructions at a time.

quadrooter
Quadrooter is the name of four new vulnerabilities related to the use of processors of Qualcomm on Android mobile
phones, including One Plus of Blackberry models, and some models from Motorola, LG and Samsung, as well as the
new Google Nexus range.Three of the four vulnerabilities have already been corrected in the latest update of the Nexus
range safety. The fourth will be corrected in the September security update.<br>

quantified self
Quantified Self is the English name of a movement that incorporates, through the use of sensors and microcomputers in
the body, technology in data acquisition in everyday aspects of life of a person in terms of air, food, humor, physical and
mental health, etc. to know his general physical condition. Its name means in Spanish quantified self.

que es acacio
Acacio is a name own male of origin Greek that means quot; without evil quot; or quot; non malicious quot;. In Greek
mythology, Acacius was the nickname of Hermes, which was considered benefactor of humanity.

que es mareomotriz
Tidal or tidal is refers to the movement and strength of the tides.

que es paraisal
Although this word does not exist in the dictionary, <em>paraisal </em>is a vast land with flora and fauna similar to a
<em>paradise </em>or privileged spot.

que garrón
Another expression of Argentine origin that uses youth slang to mean quot; bad luck quot; quot; that setback quot; or
quot; that unhappy quot;.Makes reference to a part of the animal difficult of eat or gnaw by be the end of the leg.

que me aspen
It is a colloquial expression that is used to ensure with emphasis that one thing is certain. Usually this expression is
followed by a conditional sentence that expresses the contrary idea that defends itself. Example: Me aspen if I
understand it, swear to have left my purse. The verb reeling means to crucify someone on a cross shaped blade.
Figuratively aspar is upset or annoy much to someone and also show a great pain or anger with shouts and
contortions.<br>

que playada
According to the youth jargon of Costa Rica, is an expression that is to say how bad wave! or bad person!



que quiere decir inseria
When the first and third person singular of the verb are conjugated insert, which means inserting, interfere or graft,
imperfect preterite indicative, it says so: I insería and he / she insería (with the accent on the second i). Apparently,
inseria in Portuguese it means insert or inserted, but the source is not reliable. UAB Inseria is also the name of a
Lithuanian of audio and videoingenieria systems company.<br>

que sicnifica la palabra zumbante
The verb to tinkle: a continuous, harsh and rough sound. Reportedly encouraged or discouraged medium which
produces a buzz. Example: bumblebees are buzzing insects.

que significa - meridiano de greenwich
Greenwich, zero Meridian, Meridian base, or first Meridian, Meridian is the meridian (from noon in latin) from which land
lengths are measured. It corresponds with the imaginary circumference that unites poles and is named after crossing
through the English town of Greenwich, in particular by the old Royal Astronomical Observatory of Greenwich.

que significa catarino
In Spain and Mexico is a name own of male and a last name at the same time. Seems to be that its origin might be
Greek or Romanian and its meaning is pure. Also exists as a feminine proper name Catarina.

que significa chubby
In English it means chubby, plump. Used mainly to define the plump and round shape of a person or a baby.

que significa composta
Compost or compost is a mixture of organic waste, soil and lime which are transformed into mulch by fermentation. The
mulch is a fertilizer natural result of the rot of materials animal and vegetable.

que significa en español castrol
Castrol is the name of a British brand of lubricants for automotive and industrial use. The name comes from when the
researchers developed the formula using castor oil (castor oil in English) in 1966, to imply containing this product.
Therefore, Castrol is a brand that has no translation to the Spanish.

que significa este signo $ en dinero
It's a symbol that identifies multiple currencies mainly in America as the peso and the dollar.The sign of pesos ($) is
used in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Dominican Republic, Uruguay, etc.Also is used in combination with other
symbols to identify other currencies: the US dollar (USD), Australian dollar (A$), Canadian dollar (C $), the Nicaraguan
cordoba (C $)<br>

que significa extra largo
The Latin prefix quot; extra quot; written at the beginning of words means outside, beyond, much or very. In this case
extra long mean more long or very long. The form correct of write them prefixes is attached to the words and not
separated or with script. Examples: extra long (incorrect), extra long (right), extraterrestrial (wrongly), extra-terrestrial
(proper).<br>

que significa fracc
The word fracc. (written with a dot at the end), may be the abbreviation of fractionation or fraction.



que significa intersecretarial
The prefix inter is of origin Latin and written to the beginning of some words means between or in the middle of. The
inter-ministerial word refers therefore to the relationships and activities between Secretaries or Secretaries.

que significa pusose
Pusose (with the accent on the u) is the same thing that was. The personal pronoun quot; be quot; It can be postponed
and attached to the verb that goes with an infinitive, gerund or imperative. Examples: fall (infinitive) - fall, loving (gerund)
- loving, add (imperative) - added.

que significa simbiosis
Biology defines the symbiosis as permanent and close relationship between two organisms that carry a common life, in
which at least one of the two exits benefited. An example of symbiosis is between WaSP and fig, since without the
WaSP larva fig tree is unable to produce figs.

que significa sofraganos
It is an old disused, coming from the latin word <em>suffraganeus </em>whose meaning is that it depends on another
and not itself. The current word in modern English is <em style="font-weight: bold;">suffragan, </em>which is used as
adjective and noun. In religion it is used to identify a Bishop who depends on a metropolitan archbishop.

que significa soñar ocote
The interpretation of dreams and astrology are two topics I do not understand completely. Someone else could probably
answer this question.

que significa zagalillo
Zagalillo is synonymous of Shepherd. Termination quot; illo/illa quot; is a suffix that is used for give to understand that is
of smaller size, in signal of affection or sweetheart and in sometimes derogatorily. Examples: palo-palillo (small),
zagal-zagalillo (affection or affection), coche-cochecillo (derogatory)

que te sea leve
It is an expression that is used to indicate what it is to be or is going to happen, it is not difficult, complicated or laborious
to carry it out or let's face it, but rather simple and easy. Mild is synonymous with light, low weight, low intensity or
importance.

que tiene el prefijo hum
Probably refers to words that have the prefix quot; hum quot; as humor, humble, moisture, etc. The prefix is a
morpheme (minimum meaning unit) that is prepended to a Word to constitute a derivative.

que vaina
It is an expression that has several meanings. Used as a verbal crutch that is used when it is unknown or forgotten the
name of something. Is to say: that thing, that problem, passes, etc.<br>

quedar por la pata de los caballos
There is a very similar expression: quot; Getting between the legs of horses quot; What do something risky with the risk
to get hurt. The origin of most of the sayings and popular sayings comes from Spain, although they also come from
America. The particular history of the origin of each can be found in a specialized dictionary of such.



quedarse con alguien
Is synonym of hesitation, deceive or circumvent is of someone, according to the jargon youth Spanish.

quedarse jetón
In Mexico, staying jetón means falling asleep. It is of a form colloquial used by the jargon youth. Also used be jetón
which means be angry or grumpy.

quemar incienso
The people burned incense for several reasons. Is made as medium to relax is, by issues religious or simply by the
aroma nice that dismisses the incense to the burn.Incense has been used for thousands of years for spiritual purposes,
mainly because the prayer and meditation have one greater impact in an environment where burning incense.

quemarse la cabeza
Burn head or become head is an expression whose meaning is to think in something or someone continuously and for a
long time (until it figuratively to heat or burn the head).

querer incondicionalmente
Love unconditionally is wanting to without any condition, of way disinterested and without has no restriction or limit of by
half.

qué es un favor sexual
A sexual favor, is a sexual or amorous concession that a woman makes a man usually in Exchange for money.

qué le hace el agua al pescao
It is a proverb or saying used to imply that he is accepted without any objection.

qué video
It's an expression that when writing between exclamation (what a video!) means amazement, when used with question
marks (what video?) is to say what you see? or do you see it?  Among Colombian Youth slang is an exclamation which
means that a situation is amazing, funny or strange.

quid pro quo en español
The Latin phrase <em>quot; quid pro quo quot;</em> means one thing for another. In latin, the original use of this term
referred to a mistake, change one thing for another, or understand something wrongly. It currently indicates an error,
confusion or misunderstanding, but it is also used to refer to a transaction or exchange of one thing for something
equivalent. Example: Let esto quid pro quo, I'll help you but you come to my house.

quid prodest
The expression <em style="font-weight :  bold;">cui prodest</em> (not quid) is of Latin origin and means quot; who
takes advantage of it quot; or quot; who benefits quot;. It is a phrase in Roman law considered to be a fundamental
principle that refers to the enlightening that can result to determine the author of a fact unknown (for example, a crime)
to wonder who or who could benefit from it.  It is a principle used in criminalistics.

quillangos
A single is a blanket made by the tehuelches, a town in Patagonia, with skin of guanaco. The guanaco is an ancestor of



the flame, although it belongs to the family of the camels.

quillo
Apparently is a word derived from chi<strong>quillo.</strong>In Andalusia, Spain is used of way loving for call to them
children e inclusive to them people older, as them friends, colleagues, parents and children. In Valencia and Catalonia
used in a derogatory way to call people in the slums of large cities.

quinito
It is the name of a dice game that takes place between friends to entertain themselves while drinking any alcoholic
beverage in Spain, usually the calimocho, which is a combination of wine red with carbonated soft drink Cola.

quinitodromo
Probably is is of a place or establishment where is plays quinito, a game of dice that is made in company of them friends
to enjoy a drink alcoholic.Termination quot; dromo quot; gives to understand that possibly there is a track of racing.

quinoa hinchada
Quinoa is an ancient Andean cereal considered as a food that is sacred in the inca Empire. Is obtained from the plant
quot; quinoa quot; currently cultivated in several Latin American countries and in addition to food used to manufacture
SOAP and also has medicinal properties. The swollen quinoa is obtained by a process of extrusion for quot; inflate or
swell quot; the cereal.

quinsearse
Quinsearse is a Peruvian regionalism whose meaning is confused or wrong...

quiobole
Quiobole, quiubole or quiobo is an expression used in Mexico as a greeting that means quot; that there was quot; quot;
how are quot; or quot; that such quot;.

quitarse la gorra
quot; Remove the CAP quot; or quot; removed the CAP quot; It is an expression of the argentina youth slang meaning is
to stop behaving like boss, police or military, authoritarian way.

quo vadis
Quo vadis? It is a latin phrase which means quot; where are you going? quot;. This phrase is attributed in the Christian
tradition to San Pedro, when fleeing from the persecution of Christians in Rome, is Jesus Christ carrying the cross and
asks: <em>Quo vadis Domine?</em> which means Lord where are going? and Christ replied: <em>Romam iterum
crucifigi Ford (I go to Rome to be crucified again).</em> Pedro embarrassed returns to Rome to continue his Ministry
and a time after is martyred and crucified head down.

r2 en linea de tendencia
For the calculation of the line of trend or regression which makes Excel, used the coefficient quot; r2 quot; calls which
quot; coefficient of determination quot; which is equivalent to the squared Pearson correlation coefficient.

rabanito
In Argentina is a word that is used by the jargon youth whose meaning is Communist, Socialist.



raclette
Raclette (male) is a cheese of Swiss origin made with raw milk cow in the shape of a large wheel. Raclette (female) is a
traditional dish of valaisano (in the canton of Valais, Switzerland) made from cast, similar to fondue cheese.

ranear
Ranear is a regionalism that has several meanings: in Peru means spying, browse glimpse. In Salvador it means sleep,
take a NAP. In Dominican Republic, it means apabullar, confused to another in a discussion, fail. In other countries it
means idle, idle.<br><br>

rasta love
It is the name of a song and its meaning is quot; love rasta quot;. The dreadlocks is the hairstyle that consists in letting
grow hair forming braids and rolling them around themselves.  by applying beeswax so that they are well attached.
Usually people who carry this hairstyle are Rastafarians, but today was put fashionable by Jamaicans.

rata de biblioteca
Rat's library is a pejorative term applicable to people who like to read a lot and frequently found them with a book in
hand or in a library reading.It is usually of little social people who prefer the company of a good book to friendships or
social gatherings.

rayar y rallar
<strong>Scratch</strong> is a word that has several meanings.(1) means make or draw lines on a surface.(2) delete or
cancel the written or printed with a stripe.(3) stress it written with a stripe to highlight it.(4) Sunrise. Example: scratch the
alba.(5) pay (wage of worker or farmer) stripe.<strong>Grating </strong>means shred a thing with the grater. Example:
Please shred the cheese.

re copado
In Argentina is used as a regionalism to imply that something or someone is or is very good, very funny, very good
person or thing.  quot; Re quot; in this case it is a prefix meaning very or a lot. Membership also means that something
is full butt or that consists of glasses, as the trees

reacondicionado
The prefix quot; re quot; written at the beginning of a word means again, again, again. In this case, refurbished it means
become indispensable. Conditioning means that you are in conditions or has the quality that is required to be used.

reagendar
The prefix <em style="font-weight: bold;">re </em>written at the beginning of a word means to do, do it again. Therefore
reschedule means to schedule.

rebecos
The chamois, chamois, Chamois or Suede is a bovid present in some mountain ranges of Europe as the Carpathians,
the Alps, the Caucasus, the Pyrenees or the Cantabrian mountains and mountainous parts of the Balkans, Slovakia and
Turquia.Son animal social moving in small groups in search of mountain pastures.

rebote del gato muerto
It's a metaphor. coming from a legend, which ensures that if a dead cat is pulled from the top, this will be bouncing to fall
to the ground to sit still. In economy and particularly the stock market, it makes reference to a behavior that occurs



sometimes when negotiating the shares of any company that is nearly bankrupt and not worth anything. It consists of
some companies, after a major fall in the stock market, to begin to resurface or raise the price of its shares, although in
little sustained, to fall back.  This behavior is known as rebound of the cat died in stock market jargon.

receptible
It is an English word that has no exact Spanish translations. Means that it can be received, capable of receiving and also
responsive (which you receive or have skills to receive). However, the literal (although it does not exist and is incorrect)
translation would be quot; as quot; or better yet quot; receptible quot; same as in English.

redireccionado
The prefix <em style="font-weight: bold;">quot; quot; re</em> written at the beginning of some words means repetition,
to make.In this case, redirected it means returned to directing. Directing is a verb that is used in computer and means
provide the address of an element located in the memory of a computer u computer. Redirected is the participle of
redirect (back to address).

región comercial
A region commercial or block commercial is the union and grouping of several countries with the purpose of obtain
benefits in the trade international and general in matters economic. These regional forms of union between countries,
are given starting from the signing of international free trade agreements.

regret-xit
It is a word composed of the quot; quot regret English words; that means repentance and quot; quot exit; It means
output. It is as it is now called to repentance of the British by out of the European Union.

reinoles
The reinoles, also called rochas or rophies, is the common name of the drug Rohypnol, which has sedative and hypnotic
effects, and is known as <em>rape drug.</em> Is a pill colorless and odorless, of action quickly that is prescribed for
sleep and is 10 times more powerful that the Valium. The person who ingests it, is quickly drugged and does not
remember almost nothing of what happened.<br>

reir a carcajadas
Laugh to laughter is laugh from way loud, with force, with her mouth open. Is a laughter that express great joy, arriving
to cause that other people are infected.

reir por no llorar
Laugh by not crying is an expression that is used in way to sarcastic to mean that before any disappointment I fiasco or
sorrow, it is preferable to laugh that catch cry. It is also applicable in situations uncomfortable, absurd or apparent
frustration.

relación abierta
An open relationship is a candid, spontaneous, without prejudice. Is a relationship between two or more people that
accept with ease them ideas, customs or forms of thinking of the others without judge or criticize his attitude.

relamio
Relamió (with accent in the or) is the preterite of the verb smacking that means licking something's way insistent, again
and again. Figuratively it means savoring, find pleasure and pleasure in one thing. Example: are you relamió lips in



satisfaction.<br>

remar contra corriente
Rowing against the tide is an expression that is used to imply that something or someone goes against what you think,
does or says most. Also is used to express what someone has that fight against the circumstances to get something.

remar hacia atras
He verb <em>ciar</em> is synonymous of rowing to back to the boat back or to give a turned in round. Is likely that from
there proceed by extension, the meaning or symbolism of quot; back quot; that occurs to understand when rowing
backward. The word quot; inhibition quot; it comes from the latin (inhibitio, - onis) which wants to say quot; rowing back
quot;.

remordimiento de conciencia
The remorse of conscience is the inability of an individual to overcome a bug to cause to remember it yourself
constantly, up to turn his life into a hell blocking their own emotions.It is a phenomenon that can paralyze the reality of a
person and keep it reaching happiness if you are unable to overcome it.

renundara
It seems to me that that Word does not exist. If the searched Word is <em style="font-weight: bold;">it work </em>then
its origin comes from the verb be, whose meaning can be: 1, - cause one thing benefit or harm to someone or
something. 2 leaving one of their edges or boundaries. Examples: The investment will result in social development
(benefit). Result in family problems lately (out of control).

reportar spam
Spam is e-mail spam, or unwanted messages that are received by Internet and which are usually sent by advertising
agencies without the name of the sender (spammers). Report spam means that you notice upon receipt of this type of
email to try to block it or remove it from the network.

rerreciclar
Recycling means recovering debris and re-enter them in the production cycle to be used again. Rerreclicar is a word
that does not exist but suggests that waste is recycled twice.

rescate bancario
When a Bank has provided much money to any sector of the population, for example construction, it may take long time
to recover it and jeopardize their financial situation, since it does not have sufficient funds to meet other obligations. In
this case, involved the State, or another international private institution to inject money and recapitalizing the Bank,
thereby avoiding go bankrupt or insolvent before the public. In other words, is takes to perform a rescue banking.

reshoring
Reshoring is a practice that involves returning to United States labor and manufacturing processes that left the country
abroad. Is focused on advise and support manufacturing companies to improve their supply and acquisition of local
products, policies to return jobs to their original areas.

resiliencia en educacion
Resilience in mechanical terms is the index of a material shock resistance. However, educational resilience is an aspect
of human development that highlights the strengths and opportunities that exist in society, so that people who have



grown up in unfavourable and conflict, stress and continued risk environments can develop normally. In the words of
Boris Cyrulnick, one of the authors most important movement of resilience in Europe, <em>quot; an unhappy childhood,
does not determine the future quot;.</em>

respeto para niños
The respect for children is a moral value and a right of any child, by the simple fact of being so, and therefore deserves
to be treated with consideration, tolerance and acceptance for being worthy of it.  It is a sign of greatness and humility of
the strong with the weak.

restreado
It is a word that does not appear in the dictionary. The only network there is a reference to the use of this word but it
does not clarify its meaning. Apparently used in Venezuela, although also there might be a mistake to try to write the
word quot; crawled quot; that means pursuing or find someone following your trail.

revelar y rebelar
Reveal is a verb that comes from the latin <em>he reveal </em>which means remove the veil. By extension, revealing
to say manifest or to publicize something that was unknown to be hidden or secret (as covered with a veil). Example: do
not go to reveal your name. The verb rebel or rebel is comes from rebellion and means deny is to obey to the authority
legitimate u oppose resistance to an order. Example: the soldiers are revolted against the captain.

revenant
Revenant is a word of French origin that means return.Leonardo Di Caprio film has been dubbed quot; The reborn quot;
in America Latin, because that is a title more appropriate with the argument of this tape.

reventar a alguien
Used in colloquial way in several countries of Latin America to indicate:Upset, angry, tired someone. Cause great
damage, fatigue overworked. Explode or die violently.<br>

richshome
It is the name of a furniture manufacturer established in Indiana, United States since 1949.Your name full is Rich´s
Home Furnishings.

ricomincia
It is a word in Italian which means opening or restarting. It refers to the Act of kicking off the functions of a House,
school, theatre, etc.

riela
Riela comes from the verb shimmering which means shine with glimmer. Is synonym of the verb rutilar and is used
generally in poetry. Example: the metals rielan or rutilan under the Sun.

rigores
Rigour is the severity, hardness, or degree of intensity of something. It is often used in the plural. Example: The rigors of
the Arctic night (severity or degree of intensity of the cold). It is also the extreme or last term which can reach things.

rilarse



According to the dictionary, rilar is is synonym of scare is, exhaust is, slitting is and shaking or shivering. The jargon
youth Spanish it used with the meaning of cow is.

rionegrero
It is the adjective that receive the inhabitants native of Rionegro, city of Colombia in the Department of Antioquia. Its
official name is Santiago city of Rionegro weapon. also called cradle of the freedom, by its importance during the time of
independence.

rip city
It is one of the names of love as it is called the city of Portland, Oregon in the United States by its NBA Trailblazers
basketball team.The word quot; rip quot; It has several meanings, and I'm not sure which is more appropriate for the
translation of rip city. It could be quot; city of contrast, cartwheels, rapid, vigorous movements, outbursts, sudden
changes, etc.

risexterapia
It is a therapy which combines the beneficial effects of laughter with the sex. By combining them, obtained great benefits
in the body as they declare who wield it.

rista
Rista is the name of a dish of the India of origin Persian based meat of lamb, ginger, fennel and asafoetida in a stew of
tomato.It is also the name of a Serbian DJ and an acronym for Rural Indian Social Traditional Artifacts.In the network
are located Rista POS, a company that sells food in line for business.

rleerle la cartilla a alguien
quot; Read the primer someone quot; It is an expression that is used to reprimand or warn someone with seriousness
and firmness. In other words, it is the attention to someone seriously.

roble tatuaje
The oak tree has a trunk and branches, large and thick, so it represents strength, toughness and reliability. Tattooing an
oak is ideal for people who value its ideals and cling to their beliefs, not get carried away by what others think.  It is
brave people, who want to live freely, while respecting its principles.

rol parental
The parental role refers to the role of parents in the upbringing, protection and education of their children. These are the
competencies and skills that parents must be developed to carry out successfully the care and development of their
children.<br>

romper los quimbos
In Argentina there is a dessert regional called eggs quimbos. By extension, you say quimbos to them eggs or testicles. It
is likely that expression to break the quimbos means to break the eggs or testicles, but this is not more than a personal
assumption without grounds.

ronroneo en los gatos
The rattle is the sound that produce them cats in signal of satisfaction. It is a soft, hoarse and continued noise similar to
that of an electric engine in operation. It looks a lot like the sound that emits the language of people to pronounce the
letter quot; r quot; continuously. From there its name.



rueca de plata
The spinning wheel of silver is the name of a prize that is granted to certain craftsmen qualified in Uruguay.Its name
comes from a sonatina of Ruben Dario, poet Nicaraguan, called it Princess is sad, where mentions the spinning wheel of
silver.<br>The spinning wheel is an instrument that serves to spin with one rod long whose end is placed the wool or
other material.

rulapie
That Word does not exist. If the searched Word is <strong>skirting board </strong>then refers you to socket, base
molding, or molding that is placed at the base of walls or rooms as an aesthetic element or decor walls to protect them
from hits and rods. It is also an element of wood or other material that is placed around the foot of the beds, tables and
other furniture.

rumor contenido
A content rumor is unconfirmed information that people have or comments and stopped momentarily to avoid that it is
known all over world.In this case, content comes from the verb contain whose meaning is quot; quot; quot; quot; block or
quot; prevent something quot; momentarily.

ruptura traumática
Traumatic rupture can refer to two cases principalmente.1) when a couple separates or divorces it causes a rupture of
relations, causing some trauma. Trauma in psychology is an intense emotional shock that leaves in the subconscious
makes negativas.2) when an accident occurs, there are injuries caused by rupture of some parts of the body due to a
blow or trauma. In medicine, trauma, or injury is a set of injuries caused by an external agent.

rusher
The word quot; quot rusher; translated literally from the English means hurry, obsessed with the weather. It is also a
term used to name a broker or person who is always in a hurry.

saber estar
Knowing how to be and poise is an expression that is used to imply that a person knows how to behave and adapt to the
environment in which it is without losing their own personality or individuality.

sacarse algo con la gorra
According to the youth jargon of Spain, it means that something is easy to make or obtain.

sal de guaca
Heliconia is a municipality of Colombia in the West of the Department of Antioquia.  When the Spanish conquerors
arrived Guaca was called and was an indigenous people dedicated to produce loaves of salt.  The Spaniards were
devoted to exploiting the salinas (salt mines) which caused them much wealth.  Since then salt Guaca or Heliconia
became famous.

salam alaykom
Salam Alaykom is a Muslim greeting of Arab origin whose meaning is quot; Peace be with you quot;.

salario minimo interprofesional
The national minimum wage in Spain is the wage set annually by the Government for all kinds of professionals and
categories below which it is prohibited to pay less to any employee or worker.



salir de gira
quot; Out of tour quot; It is an Argentine idiom to mean that you depart at night to have fun with friends.

salir del closet
<em>Out of the closet or the closet </em>is an idiom used to declare publicly and voluntarily to a person is
homosexual.It is an analogy to indicate that something was hidden and kept secret, in the middle of the dark (because it
was), now unveiled, and comes to light.

salir franco
In military terms, leaving franco means exit break or day off outside the barracks. It is a permission that is granted to the
military to leave the premises where they are stationed to visit his family.

salpingo
Salpingo is a prefix of Greek origin, used in medicine, which means horn or trumpet (refers to uterine fallopian tubes).
Salpingectomy is a surgical operation in which are cut or bind the fallopian tubes to prevent pregnancy.

salsa baul
Salsa trunk is the name of the style of salsa in Venezuela, which is characteristic of the composers of sauce that part of
Latin America is listening.

salsa tã¡rtara
The tartar sauce is a sauce containing mayonnaise, mustard and pickled gherkins, finely chopped together with capers,
olives, onions and horseradish; parsley is sometimes added. It is used to accompany certain dishes such as fish or
chicken wings. The name comes from the tribes Tatar of Mongolia, although in this case Tatar quot; quot; in French it
means raw, uncooked.

samero
Samero is a name and surname of unknown origin and meaning.It is a name known in the United States and Italy
mainly.

san sebastián
It doesn't mean anything. It is the name of a Saint venerated by the Catholic and Orthodox Church. It is also the name of
a tourist town and municipality located in the North of Spain.

sangoreneta
Sangonera is synonymous of leech in Valencia, Spain, a worm annelid that is feeding of blood.Sangonereta is a variant
of sangonera. Is is of a qualifying used in Spain given to a person that drinking much alcohol (as leech drinking blood).
Also be used to appoint to someone glutton.

sarajero
Probably wanted to tell Sarajevo (with S capital and with v instead of r) Sarajevo is the current capital of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, an of the six republics in which is divided the old Yugoslavia. Its name is derived from the word quot; saraj
quot; Ottomans and Persian origin whose meaning is Palace and residence.

say yay



Say yay is derived from say yes (say yes) in English. It is the name of the song that sings Barei which represents Spain
in the Eurovision 2016.El yes yay for change is so rime it with other words appearing in the song day (day), yesterday
(yesterday) and hurray (hurrah).

sábado inglés
Regards weekly rest from midday on Saturday onwards.Is a rest that is initiated and adopted in some industries of
England in the second half of the century XIX and of there its name.

scrim
quot; Scrim quot; It is a game between two or more computers online. Is is of a game of practice or warm-up before
passing to the game final or quot; ladder quot;.Any online game can be a quot; quot scrim; (of scrimmage what
bout).<br>

scrotox
It is the name that is known to the technique or trend in plastic surgery to inject botox into the scrotum to reduce wrinkles
in the scrotal SAC and make that seem larger. It is a risky practice that some men carry out only for aesthetic
reasons.<br>

sd en una carta
The meaning of <em style="font-weight: bold;">s.d.</em> in any letter or document, refers to the abbreviation of the
Latin locutions <em>sine data </em>(undated) and <em>sine die </em>(without day) that is used to indicate that does
not appear in the document the date of production, or, in the case of a book, the date of issue.

se cefo
It has no meaning. If the word sought is <strong>is primed </strong>then is is of an expression used in Mexico that
means that something failed, is marred or cast to lose.

se descubrió el pastel
It uses the expression quot; discover or discover is the cake quot; as a synonym for reveal something that was intended
to keep hidden for some reason. It generally refers to a secret that doesn't want to give conocer.y which is finally
discovered accidentally by selfishness or vanity.

se le chorrea el helao
It is one more expression of Chile which means that a man is gay or homosexual behavior or effeminate gestures.

se le hace el culo pepsicola
It is of an expression vulgar in Spain that means that a person is excited.

se me apago la tele
A chilenismo which means the loss of consciousness by ingesting too much alcohol. It is an expression that yields to
understand what happens to a person when it is drunk and compares it with the fact turn off the TV and keep the display
in the dark, without video or audio.

se sabe
Another expression of Argentine youth slang meaning is, of course, clear that if, it is obvious.



sea pega
It is an expression used by the youth slang in Costa Rica to say to a person that is not foolish, to make case to what is
said.

secrecion purulenta
A discharge purulent is refers to the production and emission of pus, usually in a wound or any focus of infection. The
pus is a yellow substance that secretes the organism and is made up of white blood cells and bacteria residue.

semihidropico
It is composed of two words. Semi means half, half. Dropsy (with accent on the o) means which suffers from dropsy.
Dropsy is a disease that produces overflow or accumulation of serous fluid in connective tissue of an organism or a
natural cavity. Therefore, semihidropico is a person who suffers from dropsy halfway or partially.

sentir olor a incienso
For those who are believers, perceive an aroma of soft fragrances (such as roses, lilies and lilies) or incense, it is
considered a sign of divine activity, mainly the presence of the Virgin Mary, who studied science spiritual claim that it is
an extrasensory experience that indicates that it is on the right spiritual path. Aromatherapy uses incense as universal
debugger of the evils and negative influences. Science has no explanation for this phenomenon.

sepa moya
Another expression of origin Chilean whose meaning is who knows, do not have idea.

ser alguien papeloso
Is a term of the jargon youth of Costa Rica to indicate that someone is ridiculous or makes the ridiculous.

ser boleta
For Colombian Youth slang, it means to be a flamboyant person. Also it refers to any person or situation shameful or
ridiculous.

ser concha
It is an expression that means to be lazy, slack, benefitted from the work of others.Also be used be conchudo whose
expression has the same meaning.

ser de la cofradía del puño cerrado
Is an expression Spanish that means be stingy, miser, rácano.The brotherhood is a congregation or brotherhood and
the clenched fist is the opposite of the open hand, which symbolizes the action of giving and sharing.

ser el violinista
So are you called in Colombia to the person that accompanies to a couple to exit to the street.Is refers to the made
imaginary from playing the violin to a couple of lovers.

ser gato
In Argentine slang, quot; be cat quot; want to tell be presumed, that wears well, also can mean person that is passes of
alive or of ready. Be used in sense derogatory by the jargon youth of Argentina.



ser pansexual
The pansexuality is a human sexual orientation characterized by the sentimental, aesthetic, romantic or sexual attraction
regardless of gender or sex of others and any sexual practice. Also is defined as the attraction sex to all the genres. The
people pansexual often tend to identify it as rather indifferent towards the gender or sex of a person.

ser piola
Being piola is an idiom often used in South America to mean that a person is very abused, very able and very alive. Also
used in objects to imply something very nice, very nice and very good.

ser toli
Another expression of Spain whose meaning is to be a fool, a stupid person.

ser un agonías
It is an expression used in Spain to imply that a person is scary, timid and pessimistic.It refers to the stage of life in
which human beings suffers because it is next to die.

ser un ansias
The expression quot; be a forward quot; It is used in Spain and means a person desperate, distressed, or desirous of
something intensely. According to the Spanish Youth slang, means being ambitious and also be scary, anxious.

ser un bardo
Again another expression of Argentine youth slang meaning is quot; be a mess, a mess, a nuisance or a setback quot;.

ser un bocas
Be a mouth or a big mouth is to say that it is not discreet, he opens his mouth without thinking or do it without measuring
the consequences. It is an expression of the Spanish Youth slang.

ser un buen partido
Be a good match means that it is a person who by their economic situation is considered adequate or good candidate to
marry her or him.

ser un carroza
It is a term in disuse used in Spain for many years to give to understand that you it's an old person, antiquated or out of
fashion.

ser un chapas
In Argentina is using this expression by the jargon youth to give to understand that is a person crazy or crazy and
perhaps eccentric.

ser un chulo
In Spain, a pimp is a lifestyler, a man that lives in a person that exercises the prostitution.In Costa Rica, being a pimp
means being someone who exploits others financially.<br><br>

ser un crack



The word quot; crack quot; It is of English origin and means person featured in any specialty.In soccer or any sport, he is
called crack a player of great quality and extraordinary faculties, therefore being a crack means being a genius, a gifted
or off-set.

ser un garca
In Argentina and Uruguay the word quot; garca quot; It means swindler, dishonest, which takes advantage of
others.Some think that is the apocope of quot; oligarch quot; (member of an oligarchy) and others say that it comes from
quot; quot; shitting written in shape inverted. Is an idiom used generally in the political.

ser un laja
In the Canary Islands, being a laja means being a quarrelsome and unscrupulous man, a badass.

ser un lila
Be a lilac is a form familiar or colloquial of tell that is a silly or fatuous.

ser un ogro
An ogre is a be mythological legendary, a giant that is feeding of meat human.Figuratively, an ogre is a person of bad
character or cruel.Be an ogre refers to a person grumpy, bad character, or you ugly, almost like monster.

ser un paquete
A package is a locution that suggests someone or something is a burden, a useless. Is a form colloquial of designating
to a good for nothing.

ser un pez gordo
A fish fat is a person important and influential. This term is used generally in the political though not exclusively.

ser un pipa
Youth slang in Spain used this expression to designate a person presumed, envanecida.

ser un pistos
In Spain, give Ratatouille familiarly means quot; boast of something or someone quot;. It is likely to be a Ratatouille
mean be a presumed, although this word has several meanings, such as: 1) made stew with peppers, tomatoes, onion,
Zucchini, eggplant, etc.  in pieces and fried. (2) in a figurative sense, is a confusing jumble of different things. 3) in
Central America and Peru means money.

ser un risas
Another expression used in Spain to imply that you it's a funny, entertaining and fun person.

ser un xan
A xan is a boy or a girl with a great heart to who only you like relax is and out with friends to have fun is doing from time
to time some Follies.

ser una masa
Another expression of Argentine youth slang meaning is to be super, great. Are used both in people as in things.



sexting y grooming
Sexting is a contraction of <em>sex and texting.</em> It is an anglicism to refer to sending erotic content or p or r n or g
r a f i c or s by means of mobile phones. Also used the word <em>I sexteo and sextear</em> in Spanish. Grooming is a
word that means toilet, but also is used in Internet to refer are to the harassment sexual to minor or cyberstalking.
Paedophiles and even other youth, try to approach children to gain their trust and obtain information on their privacy to
threaten them to spread it if not accessing its sexual claims through the webcam.

shamua
Shamua is a name or noun for probable Jewish or Muslim origin whose meaning is unknown.

shyri
Shyri is the name of the King or ruler of an ancient village pre-Hispanic of Ecuador. More later gave the name of shyris
the inhabitants of all the Kingdom or Empire who ruled.

si vis amari ama
<em>If vis amari, ama </em>is a proverbial expression in latin meaning quot; quot; If you want to be loved, love.It is a
recommendation which appears in one of the moral Epistles to Seneca Lucilio, which reminds us of the importance of
reciprocity in love.

siat
Does not exist in the dictionary. Stands for integrated system of tax administration or early warning system may be in
Mexico.

siat
In Mexico stands for early warning or system of tax administration system.

siat
Does not exist in the dictionary. In Mexico are the initials of system of Administration tax or system of alert early.

significado de palabra phineas
Name of man probably Hebrew and/or Greek origin meaning quot; quot snake mouth; and quot; Oracle quot;.

significado de satanizados
It comes from the word Satan or Satan who is the devil or demon according to the Bible. He is the personification of evil
and wicked, therefore satanizados means that they have been qualified as bad or harmful or also to indicate that they
are incorrect, contrary to what is considered good and correct.

silla de cordero
Leg of lamb is a whole leg. The saddle of lamb are the two backs attached to the hip of the legs in one piece. Be used in
roasted and is Suspender to the view of the diner.

sinaloa
Version most accepted said that Sinaloa comes from the cahita language and consists of SINA which means Dragon
fruit and rounded LOBOLA voices. ASI Sinalobola and then Sinaloa means rounded pitahaya. Pitahaya is a plant of
fleshy and spiny stem which is abundant in the region.



sinecua
The condition <em style="font-weight: bold;">without ecua non</em> is a Latin phrase originally used as a legal term to
say status quot; without which no quot;. It refers to an action, condition or requirement necessary and essential (rather
required) so that something is possible and work properly. I.e., if it does not comply with the requirement, cannot be
conducted which is intended to.Currently, this phrase is also used in medicine, philosophy, and economics as a
condition to refer to the relationship between an action and the end result.Examples: The Passport is a requirement
<em>without ecua non </em>to travel to any country (not you can travel without passport). Is a condition <em>without
ecua non </em>be greater of age to participate (not may participate under of age).

sinokinetica
It seems that they are two words together that should be separate. Instead of writing is sinokinetica should be but
kinetica. <em>Kinetica or kinetics</em> is the part of mechanics that deals with the study of the movement.
<em>But</em> is a conjunction that contrasts with a concept so another negative. Example: Evolution is not static, but
kinetic (dynamic, moving).

sinonimo de contraloria
Synonym (with emphasis on the first or) is a Word with a meaning equivalent or similar to another. Example: House is
home.Comptroller (with accent on the i) is an office or office of the Government charge of review and control them
expenses public.Therefore, a synonym for Comptroller could be auditing or accounting, however, because it is a word of
American origin, and used exclusively in the Government of some countries such as Mexico, Chile, Colombia and
Venezuela, there is an applicable synonym in Spanish.

sinonimo y antonimo d revejidos
Synonym is a word that has a meaning very similar or similar to another. Antonym is a word whose meaning is opposite
or contrary to another. Revejidos means aged prematurely.  In Colombia, it also means enteco, skinny, slim. Example:
Synonym for fat is obese.  Antonym of gordo's skinny.

siteres
It is apparently a word of Norwegian origin which means appointment or quoted, however I can be wrong. It would be
better if you knew the paragraph or text where it appears this word to try to define it more precisely.

smartmanía
A craze is an obsession, like excessive or hobby exaggerated by something.In this case, smartmania is the fondness for
smartphones or mobile and everything to do with them.

smombie
Smombie is an anglicism arising out of English words <em>smartphone and zombie </em>to name people who tend to
walk the streets with your smart phone or mobile running, consulting any information or texting, without paying attention
to what is happening around, acting like zombies.

soberanista
Sovereignty is the name of the movement or people who are in favour of sovereignty. Sovereignty is the quality of the
political power of a country, State or organization which is not subject to the control of another country, State or body.

sobre prefijo
<strong>It is a preposition that sometimes is used as a prefix in the composition of some words to give a meaning of
abundance, </strong>excess or above. Examples: load - overloading (load in excess), cama-sobrecama (quilt or blanket



that goes on top of the bed), turn - overdrawing (exceeding the limit of credit from a bank account), etc.

sobre rasante
Usually is refers to any type of construction that is made on the surface of a field. Flush is an adjective that gives to
understand that is parallel and almost touches the surface, while on flush is all that that is located or is placed up the ras
of the soil.

sobre rojo en myhyv
There is a TV show called men and women and vice versa (abbreviated MYHYV) where girls and boys seeking partner
participate. At one point the side of girls or boys, delivers a closed red envelope the couple who likes, but it is unknown
the information contained until they open it. It is assumed that they have to decide whether to go with your couple or
staying on the throne occupied.

sobre y sus homofonas
The homophones are those which are pronounced the same as others, but have different spelling and
meaning.Example: baya-valla - goBerry is a fleshy and juicy fruit whose seeds are surrounded by flesh, such as
grapes.Fence is a grating made of stakes buried or tables United that limit a land.Go is the present subjunctive of the
verb go.What is asked is to investigate what are the homophones of <strong> <em>quot; quot; on</em></strong>

solanaceae
Solanaceae or nightshade, are a family of herbaceous or woody plants with leaves alternate, belonging to the order
solanales of the dicotyledons.Includes approximately 98 genera and about 2700 species. They are distributed all over
the globe with the exception of Antarctica and the greatest diversity is in South America and Central America.It includes
species food such as potato, potato, tomato, Eggplant and peppers or peppers.There are also many well known as
petunia ornamental species.Certain species are known worldwide for their uses medicinal, their effects psychotropic or
by being poisonous.

solista musical
A soloist is the person who plays a solo. He only in music is the air touched or sung by a single performer, with
accompaniment or without it, within a joint choral or instrumental.As a general rule, the soloist tends to be a virtuous
artist specializing in one or more musical instruments or singing.

solo cansado
Only tired means you're only tired and nothing more. It's just an adverb in a way whose meaning is only or only, without
any reason or any other reason.

solo y sólo
Single or solo, is an adverb so it means only. However only (without an accent) is also a qualifying adjective and means
several cosa:unico kind, that there is no one like. Example: A single ejemplarQue is no company, no family or friends.
Example: He lives alone in his house. Without adding anything else, nothing more. Example: Eat only bread.

sologamia
The sologamia is as you call to the condition of live only, without partner, remaining unmarried. Is a phenomenon that
has charged boom in the last decade in Europe and United States, but still not in America Latina.

soltar globos al cielo



Release or release balloons to the sky is a symbolic act that takes place in many events, including tributes, weddings
and parties as a sign of rejoicing. Balloons are inflated or filled with gas helium, which is lighter than air, which makes
that they rise until they explode on the heights due to the pressure.

sonderway
Sonderway is an anglicism emerged from the word in German <em>Sonderweg (Special path) </em>to refer to the
exceptional policy, considered sometimes separatist, which Great Britain has followed throughout its history from the
rest of the countries of Europe, which has been reborn on the occasion of the Brexit.

soñar con cardamomo
Cardamom is a plant used as a species with aromatic and medicinal properties. Its seeds were used by the ancient
Egyptians for antiseptic purposes. Moreover aphrodisiac powers and many other properties are attributed to him.
Probably because it is considered very useful and valuable and dreaming she is equivalent to dream with the solution to
any problem, or also, dreaming of something so good that it is hard to believe. However, only is my opinion and may be
wrong.

soñar con serpientes
I'm sorry but I know completely the meaning of dreams and their interpretation.Probably someone else can answer this
question.

soplanucas
So is you called of way jocular in Colombia and Spain to the gay or homosexual that in them relationships sexual makes
the role of active.

sor maria mana
Mana is the name of a Mexican music group and they have a song called Sister Mary, which is very popular because it
is the continuation of another song called the mirror. Both occur in the same place: Toledo, Spain.

sorpasso
Life is a word in Italian that means overtaking. This term is used in two cases mainly.In economics refers to the
advancement from one country to another in terms of the gross domestic product (GDP). It began to use when the GDP
of Italy overcame to the of the United Kingdom in 1987.It relates the advancement of election results or intend to vote for
one political party with respect to other policy.

so¿ar que te regalan y comes panelas
The interpretation and meaning of dreams is something I do not understand completely. If it's a saying or proverb, then
leave it be someone else answer it because not is what it means.

spammer
See explanation in question about quot; report spam quot;.

spiriman
It doesn't mean anything. It is the nickname that some children put a doctor and activist Jesús Candel, who organized a
mass demonstration in Granada, Spain to protest health care cuts and deception involving the opening of a new hospital
in the Park of the Salud.El nickname is derived from the name of quot; <em>petanque quot;</em>, a game of ball that
invented the grandfather of the doctor.



spizer
It's a probably Germanic or Anglo-Saxon surname whose significance is unknown.

spotters
It is a word which in English means observer. Them <em>spotters</em> are people that practice the
<em>spotting</em>, or the observation and the registration of aircraft, ships, trains, cars and buses both in form written
as photographic. The spotter is an amateur passionate by the means of transport in general.

squirt
It is a word of English origin which means stream. In sense colloquial its meaning is chiquillo, chamaco or mequetrefe.

squirtle
Squirtle is the name of a Pokémon type water.  Its name comes from the words in English, <em>squirt </em>, which
means quot; water jet quot; and <em>turtle </em>, which means turtle.  In Japanese it is called simply turtle
pond.<em> </em>

stalkear
It is an anglicism which comes from the verb in English quot; to stalk quot; that means harass, pursue, spying. It is a
term used especially in social networks to understand how some people harass mainly to boys or girls to get them what
they want. It is a behavior that involves observing profile, publications and photos of a person of obsessively for a
particular purpose, often illegal, such as sexual harassment and prostitution.

staying
It comes from the verb in English quot; to stay quot; What be, falling or staying. Staying can be translated as stay or stay
(noun) but it might also mean being, becoming or remaining (gerund) depending on the sense of the sentence. Example:
I am staying at home = I'm staying in house.

stikeez
It doesn't mean anything. It is an invented word that probably comes from the word in English quot; quot stickers; What
stickers.

stillest
In German, the word quot; stillen quot; It means, among other things, soothe, alleviate, appease. When it combines with
the second person singular is said so: quot; du stillest quot;(tu calmas). Not be if that is of any use.

stockear
Is an anglicism that is derived from the voice English <em>stock </em>that means inventory or stock. Is refers to the
made of gather or store goods or products in deposit to be sold or used subsequently in the manufacture of goods.

stopaccidentes
quot; Stop accidents quot; is the name of an association civil founded by family and friends of victims of traffic, emerged
in Spain in the year 2000, that meets the Mission of promote a change cultural on the security road and the accidents of
traffic.

strobing



Strobing in English means strobe, which is synonymous of sparkling, dazzling. It refers to a term of beauty associated
with feminine makeup to achieve a luminous appearance of the skin.

su merced
His worship or your worship is an ancient courtesy treatment. Is used to refer is with respect to a person and its origin
dates of them times of the colonization Spanish to America Latin.Today still persists this treatment especially in some
indigenous communities although it tends to disappear.

su santidad
His Holiness is the respectful treatment used to go Papa.Su Highness is the respectful treatment to go to the Rey.Su
Lordship is the respectful treatment used to address the judge, etc.

subir al face
escampar is a verb that is used to notify when there is a nbsp; great storm or rainy much that has broken and already
does not drop anything. For example,<strong>you cleared</strong> already the storm?. <strong>He cleared</strong>
this in past perfect simple.

subordinario
The word <strong>subordinario</strong> not is registered in the dictionary, is composed of the prefix
<strong>sub</strong> that means below, inferiority or shortage and the adjective <strong>ordinary</strong> that means
common and running, regular, regular but also vulgar, rude. Its meaning would not therefore be understandable.

suficjo algia
A suffix is a grammatical element that is placed at the end of certain words change their meaning.Algia is one of those
elements of Greek origin whose meaning is pain or sorrow.Examples: Neur<strong>algia</strong> (pain of the nerves),
nost<strong>algia</strong> (weighing or sadness that is feels to the be far from a place or person dear),

sufijo tropico
A suffix is an element that is positioned at the end of certain words by modifying its original meaning.Tropic is an
adjective that comes from tropism. In biology tropism means orientation of the plant growth under the influence of an
outside stimulus such as direct sunlight or the force of Earth's gravity.The tropics suffix is present in the following words:
heliotropico, phototropic, geotrópico, etc.

sufragio religioso
According to the Catholic religion, suffrage is a good deed or pious Act offered to the Lord for the redemption of the
souls in purgatory. I am unaware if this same term applicable to other religions.

sugar barbies
Sugar is the name of a cat pet of Delancey, one of the dolls of the Mattel My Scene line, derived originally from Barbies.

sus siglas sra
Sra.  or Ms.  (written with lowercase letters) is the abbreviation of Mrs. SRA (written in capital letters) can mean several
things. In Argentina means Argentina Rural society or society of Radio Argentina. In Spain, it means service of
agricultural recovery. In Mexico it means Secretary of agrarian reform.<br>



suspension de garantias
The suspension of guarantees is the temporary cessation of fundamental rights which has the population by law.In each
country applies in a different way. In Mexico, for example, guarantees in the event of invasion, disturbance of the public
peace or any other risk to put society in grave danger, being the President of the Republic who executes the order are
suspended.

swag
This word comes from the United States and Canada and refers to a form of clothing that is fashionable among teens.
Swag in English means loot, but also identifies a certain way of walking as Peacock (strutting).

swinger
Swinger is an English word whose meaning is libertine, promiscuous, person who exchanges sexual partners with each
other. The word quot; to swing quot; in English it means swing, swing, swing. Hence swinger is the person who
constantly changes sexual partner.

t8 en lamparas
It is a classification of the fluorescent tube lamps.The letter T is used to indicate that the focus fluorescent is of type
tube. The number that follows indicates the diameter of the pipe measured in fractions of an inch (1 inch = 2.5 cm). The
diameter of the tubes is measured in eighth of inch. For example, a tube T5 has a diameter of 5 / 8 of inch, the T8 has a
diameter of 8 / 8 of inch, i.e., 1 inch.<br>

ta de vio
It is a Chilean slang used to imply that something is great, excellent, cool.

tagboard
A tagboard (also called shoutbox, saybox or chatterbox) is a box of text messages that is included in web sites to allow
people to leave messages quickly and usually without having to register.Them more simple, are only lists of messages
short, whose page is goes updating periodically to keep visible the last messages, eliminating them more ancient.They
usually have a moderator who can delete and censor messages, addresses and undesirable comments or obscene
words.

tampico
Tampico is a variety of agave that grows in Mexico, from which a vegetable fiber is obtained.Also is the name of a city
and port in the northeast of Mexico, in the State of Tamaulipas.<br>

tampoco y tan poco
Nor is it an adverb that includes a denial in another already expressed. Example: Yesterday it rained, and today also. So
little is an adverb (so) that is prepended to an adjective (little) to express or understand quot; at least or when less quot;.
So is an apocope of both...

tanatoturismo
The tanatoturismo also called black, dark or pain, tourism is a form of tourism involving travel to sites associated with
death and tragedy, such as cemeteries and other historical sites associated with suffering.The word <em>Thanatos
</em>is of Greek origin and is used to personify death.

tarcita en español



The only reference found in the word tarcita is a surname of unknown origin. Would be very useful knowing the text or
paragraph full where appears this word to treat of define it best.The network appears a quotation in Portuguese where
this word is but does not define it. Also there is the possibility that proceed from the esperanto, a language universal in
disuse that has State gaining popularity lately in Internet.

tatabron
It doesn't mean anything. Is a word that does not exist in the dictionary.There is an Argentine player called José Luis
Brown nicknamed quot; The Tata quot; that the technical director Carlos Bilardo put quot; Bron quot;. That is why some
know him for the Tata Bron instead of the Brown Tata.In Colombia, tatabro (no n) is called to the peccary. The peccary
is a mammal in America similar to the boar, hair thick, fitted with a dorsal gland that secretes an oily substance.

tbt
TBT is an acronym in English of <em>quot; Throwback Thursday quot; </em>which means something in Spanish as
well as <em>quot; Thursday old quot;.</em>It is a label or <em>hashtag </em>very popular in Instagram used to
publish any old photo Thursday of each week. Over time it has become so popular that now already used without
restriction any day of the week.

tdci
TDCi is an acronym that identifies the second generation of Ford direct injection diesel engines.  Its meaning comes
from the words in English <strong>Turbo Diesel Control injection.</strong>

tdi
TDi is the acronym for <strong>Turbo Diesel injection.  </strong>Stands for diesel engine with turbo and direct injection.
manufactured by Volkswagen.

te has columpiado
According to the jargon youth Spanish means leaving you to someone the things wrong.

techne
The word techne is derived from the Greek and usually translated as art or craft.

telxius
Telxius is the name of a new company of the Telefónica Group, comprising certain assets of telecommunications
infrastructure, in order to optimize the portfolio, which will allow to increase services to other operators, improving
profitability and to participate in the growth opportunities in this sector...

tel¿rico
Telluric means relative to the planet Earth. It is also synonymous with seismic, that is relative to the earthquakes or
tremors. Mercury, Venus and Mars are also telluric planets because they are dense and relatively small size as the
Earth.

temperantia
Temperantia Word is of latin origin, and its meaning in Spanish is temperance, serenity, emotional balance.

tenacidad en química



Tenacity is a physical property of materials. In chemical as in physical is defined as the energy that is capable of absorb
a material before warp is or break is... The tenacity of any material, depends of how is constituted its structure
molecular, that is which it maintains United and in cohesion (action and effect of meet is and adhere is between itself).

tener carta blanca
In sense metaphorical, have letter white means that a person or a group of people have total freedom of action. It is
used to imply that the person or persons have received permission and authorization to act with total freedom to go to
any instance or resource in the performance of its functions or performance of any activity.

tener clavo
Having nail is an expression of the Guatemalan youth slang that means having pity or feel shame.

tener cuates
In some countries of Central America and Mexico, have cuates means having friends, comrades, companions. Also
means having twins or twins. Buddy is derived from the nahuatl Word <em>coatl </em>, meaning snake and twin.

tener cuea
Having sealed means, according to the youth slang in Chile, get lucky,

tener duende
Have Goblin is an expression that means that a person has charm, sexy, charisma or magic to attract to other people. In
the South of Spain is usually use this expression in the world flamenco to refer are to the magic and charm related with
this type of dance and music.

tener mala cuea
In Chile quot; quot CAEU; It stands for luck. Having bad CAEU means, having bad luck for the Chilean youth slang.

tener onda
It is an expression used by the youth slang in Argentina to imply something has much acceptance, succeeds, or is
fashion.

tener parienta
Spain says missus to wife, therefore the meaning of having female relative is to say to have wife.

tener un cacao
In Spain, have a cocoa means having a confusion mental, be confused or made a mess with any thing.

termotanque
Hot water tank is a tank built to contain a liquid or a gas at high temperature. Water heaters are usually made of metal
and are covered by an insulation that prevents the temperature goes outside and stays hot. The heating of water or
boiler and the boiler are two examples of water heaters.

termyca
There are six municipalities in Spain that are home to a nuclear power plant. Hence comes the name of termyca or



thermal, although that name is used only in the electricity sector for coal and fuel oil facilities. Three of these facilities are
involved in a network of corruption that the Guardia Civil in Spain uncovered a few days ago in the so-called operation
Termyca.

ternua
Ternua means Newfoundland in Basque. It is a clothing brand specializing in sports and the great outdoors of Basque
origin.

terrestrialidad
This Word does not exist in the dictionary. Probably is an anglicism, i.e., comes from the word English terrestrial that
means land. By its completion quot; dad quot; it can define as the quality of land, or, with them features peculiar that
have them beings living adapted to live in the land and not in the water or in the air.

tetraktys
The tetraktys is a triangular figure consisting of ten points arranged in four rows with one, two, three and four points in
each row. The word comes from Greek and is considered a mystical symbol among the followers of Pythagoras.

tetraktys
The tetraktys is a triangular figure consisting of ten points arranged in four rows with one, two, three and four points in
each row. The word comes from Greek and is considered a mystical symbol among the followers of Pythagoras.

tinder
Tinder is the name of an application to get appointments via your Smartphone.  It is very popular among teens in the
United States looking for nudity or casual sex and girls seeking her first love or simply a friendship.    quot; To quot
tinder; in English it means a Tinder, i.e. a dry matter that turns and burns very fast. Very suggestive name or not?.

tinitus
Tinnitus is a term medical for quot; listen quot; sounds or noises in the ears when there is no outside noise.You are also
known as tinnitus and its origin is the vibration of the tissues surrounding the ear or you fail in the auditory system. They
consist of buzzes, hisses or Fibromyalgia that only the person concerned can be heard.Tinnitus is derived from the word
Latin <em>tinnire </em>that means sound.

tipster
A quot; tipster quot; He is someone who provides information regularly or quot; tips quot; to place bets on sporting
events.  It's people or companies that advise others how to bet in a game, in Exchange for a Commission, to be more
likely to win.  Tip in English is an advice or recommendation, by tipster meaning counselor, Advisor or forecaster.

tirar fichas
Pull tabs in Spain means try to flirt a girl making merits and chase it until it makes her case.

tirar la esponja
Throw the sponge or throwing in the towel, is an expression that means give up, give in, give up. It comes from the
practice of boxing, where the manager or handler of a boxer, throwing the towel or sponge to the center of the ring so
that the referee stop the fight before the superiority of the rival.



tirar la talla
Another idiom over origin Chilean whose meaning is joke, tell things fun

tirarse a alguien
It is an expression used in Spain and some Latin American countries to mean that it has someone sexually, who slept
with someone and had sex. It is a synonym of quot; take a powder quot;.


